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Justice Piece/Transmission is for my parents Alan and Marilyn, 

and for Lindsey and Stephanie, parents of this book
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Drawing language up from inside her, she makes the body as the source 
of language too palpable in her person, giving the lie to the delusion 
that the body is sublimated in our utterances, that we can hide our 
mortal flesh behind the words that we speak. 

- Jacqueline Rose, Women in Dark Times 

Touch-a, touch-a, touch-a touch me

- Janet Weiss, The Rocky Horror Picture Show 
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A cries until heavy strings of saliva hang from her chin 
and mat to her chest, a sticky layer.
She won’t let me take off her shirt. 

I stopped nursing her. Though she’s over two it feels sad to me, 
sad not to feed. I can’t pacify her with my body

But now that a connection has been severed 
She’s more affectionate, lies in my lap 

head under my chin, sucking her thumb 
and twisting the edge of my shirt 
between the thumb and finger of her other hand

JT asked me 1) “What does it mean to you to be a white?” 
And, 2) “How does that show up or not in your work?” 
and 3) “What is justice?” I work on the first two 

but I don’t have any answers for the last
I chat them and say I’ll write you later about justice

I don’t know what to say
I don’t know what to say
 
I pull on the bathroom door to yank it open 
while at the same time a person is pulling it open from inside 
we laugh from the awkwardness of trying to accomplish 
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our same-but-opposite goals at the same instant 

or maybe we laugh because of the pleasure of how the person is 
helping me 
and I’m in the person’s way and we’re both opening the door 

I think it’s a pleasure, we momentarily enjoy each other in public 
I say “It was the timing”

I watch a video of a kid who answers the question 
“How are you different from Monica?” with “I am a girl with a penis
and Monica is a girl with a vagina”

A was born a baby with genitals

Wittgenstein writes: “I do not explicitly learn the propositions that 
stand fast for me. I can discover them subsequently like the axis around 
which a body rotates. The axis is not fixed in the sense that anything 
holds it fast, but the movement around it determines its mobility”

I lean over very far to one side
My axis becomes slightly dislocated
Maybe that’s why I like music

It has collapsed into us. It has made one out of three. 
It has made the border between two and one

oh no oh less oh loss alas

I join groups - why do I do this? 
I keep watching my body close off

Feminist Resources, Poetic Labor Project
Berkeley Parents Network
Longest Shortest Time Mamas
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LST Parents: Families Without Borders
Bibliography and Book List Share
Affordable Housing For Ok People: Bay Area
Bay Area Rooms and Apartments

Courbet said he wouldn’t paint an angel because he had never seen one
Linda Nochlin said, same reason goes for why Courbet didn’t paint a 

Figure of Equality

Because I didn’t want to be five pounds heavier
I got a pedometer and tracked my daily steps

Joshua Reynolds writes: All the objects which are exhibited to our view 
by nature, upon close examination will be found to have their blemishes and 
defects. The most beautiful forms have something about them like weakness, 
minuteness, or imperfection. But it is not every eye that perceives these 
blemishes. 

He’s channeling the philosophers:
beauty exists 
only away from the particulars.
And it’s the artist’s task to find this nothing that isn’t

and give it form in order that it may reject 
everything that is

I think about the Amy Schumer interview where she argues 
that women feel freer just to like whatever they like
men have to check in with each other, they need to want to fuck 
the same one everyone else wants to fuck

The original members of Mother Art were Christy Kruse, 
Helen Million, Suzanne Siegal, and Laura Silgali
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I call A “she,” which is not her choice
The one that women want to fuck is everyone and no one

Katie taught me how to masturbate in high school. 
She told me to lie under the faucet with my legs up. My ritualistic motions 
while getting the tub ready – locking the door in expectation of my 

parents –
I remember nervous anticipation, I remember how hot to make the 

water

I try to imagine justice as the opposite 
of whatever the police do

It’s easy to mock joining groups
I mock joining groups myself, I mock it in my head
even as I’m doing it compulsively

Forever I’ve wanted to make a list of Berkeley Parents Network topics 
and perform it at a reading
I think people would laugh why would we laugh

I don’t remember anyone saying the words to me
vulva, clitoris, vagina. I don’t remember wondering 
where my penis was
like you read kids sometimes do

commie cookbook
FANCY NEGATION
Bay Area Housing for Couples
Binders Full of Women Poets
Rad Jobs: Bay Area Listserv
Longfellow Community Association & Friends

My listening is shadowed by what I know
The anger that’s received when 
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a body won’t
belong to everyone

The McKinney, Texas pool party story broke this week
“A police officer in McKinney, Tex. was seen on video 
pulling his gun on teenagers in swimsuits 
and shoving a young black girl’s face in the ground at a pool party” 

Her name is Dajerria Becton 
I’ve seen her referred to as 14 or 15 

he appears to be sitting on her with his full weight 
twisting her arm and pulling her hair

A male was shoving someone’s face into the ground
A cop was shoving a girl’s face into the ground
A cop was shoving a black person’s face into the ground
A white cop was shoving a young black girl’s face into the ground
Officer Eric Casebolt was shoving a young black girl’s face into the ground
Officer Eric Casebolt was shoving Dajerria’s face into the ground
Eric was shoving Dajerria Becton’s face into the ground

The anger that her body received
when she spoke
when she appeared

Some older white women are hurling insults at young black women
Some white men are wandering around 
like non-player characters in a video game 
under the control of the computer
asking and seeing nothing
One white person says “Is this necessary”
One white person is filming the incident and will release it onto YouTube
One black person films an alternate view of the incident and releases it 

onto YouTube
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When I think “justice is served”
I think of what women do, serving, service work
But it’s interesting that this is an aggressive ‘served’ – 
in the phrase “justice is served” there’s a missing object, 
like, justice is served upon whom

In White Girls Hilton Als writes about his desire for a woman/girl 
who is part-Jewish part-Latina but looks white (blonde)

I start doing genealogical word problems
in which I mentally fractionalize A
 
she’s 1/4 Mexican San Luis Potosi Chihuahua adoption finding your 
sister as an adult quiet about the family nicknames like Cootchie, 
Tank, Rat and Butt Austin housepainter schizophrenia fought Hitler 
hand-to-hand slept cuddling a bottle of Big Red at night closeted 
and un-closeted living at home the car-crash that killed the girlfriend 
working for the IRS passing down names 

she’s 1/4 Norwegian Dutch Dakotan farming hearing-child-of-deaf-
parents Austin school for the Deaf working for the IRS stubbornly out 
in West Texas deaf and going blind keep going back there hit in the face 
while holding your baby married to the artist’s son with his car peyote 
telling your parents when the other ones are crying made-up names 
with no pronunciations Tara died of AIDS

she’s 1/2 Jewish schizophrenia bipolar disorder anorexia suicide 
Houston standing too close Andes mints colorectal surgeon lingering 
death diving into a swimming pool breaking his neck the harvest 
from the farm and the store possibly queer or a recluse or deriving her 
love from the community and not one person Louisiana becoming 
a pharmacist bursting a boil on a penis 5 people with 6 or 7 breast 
cancers illiterate family capital insistence on passing down wedding 
rings embroidery South Jeff Davis Parkway
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I learned to masturbate with my hands
sometime after Katie taught me how to masturbate with a stream of water
my legs spread, hands behind my head

I remember by the time I met T I told him I could come
in less than a minute
I had learned something

I didn’t know any words for my genitals
But that didn’t make them a blank
It just meant that they didn’t belong to me
Why are all the allegorical figures female

Mary Douglas said that dirt is just matter out of place

Airliners, metro trains, cars, mobile phones
umbilical cords, artificial wombs, hormones, electricity, or small boats

Why does justice make me think so much about touching 
failures of touch
how does the work withstand violence

deadly devices deadly connections 

Something in me wants to stay away

* * *
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Chateaubriand said “Happiness lies in knowing nothing of oneself 
and in dying without having noticed that one was alive”

Who gets to live without something pushing at their edges

I miss my June 15th jury duty summons 
it’s at the bottom of a pile of mail
 
Officer Eric Casebolt scans the crowd of kids 
doesn’t see the white kids
his gaze flickers or blanks out at opportune times
the force he is authorized to provide

He doesn’t sit on the white kids 
and twist their braids and make their back hurt 
and put his sexual weight on them while they are crying for their 

mother

In Melanie Gilligan’s film The Common Sense
A new technology allows people to feel each other’s sensations:
“Of course,” the professor continues, “it did make life more collective. 
Just not in the way they expected. The belief that being connected 
would mean that people would join together to fight for a better 
collective situation was false” 

South Carolina deputy charged with involuntary manslaughter after shooting 
bathing wife in head with military rifle

Every sentence has two parts, and the second contradicts the first
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Curiosity isn’t justice. Empathy isn’t justice. Love isn’t justice. 
Connections can’t be lived in all the time. 
All the points at which empathy fails

A placenta is the only new organ you grow as an adult.
Placentas contain selenium, cadmium, mercury and lead

The function of police is to make violence always available 
So the police are an authoritarian parenting fantasy 
No counter-force, nothing asserting its own will 

Says the New York Times, 
“The placenta has typically been given such little respect in the medical 
community that wanting to study it was considered equivalent to 
someone in the Navy wanting to scrub ships’ toilets with a toothbrush” 

I’ve spread out across one half of the table, taking up space with my books.

There is an attempt to sever any part of us that connects us to the problem

Egon Bittner defines the police: 
that which is permitted to coerce a solution 
to any problem anytime with the understanding 
that it will allow no opposition whatsoever

Delacroix painted Liberty Leading the People
Liberty a woman, barefoot and bare-breasted
strides over her pedestal of corpses

“You can’t have art without resistance in the materials” 

I leave blank the parts to look up later.
Andrea Liss says that motherhood is a problem that won’t go away, an 

embarrassment.
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I was trying not to watch any more of these quasi-pornographic videos 
in which black bodies are tortured by justice 
but I wound up watching this one again

I don’t see objects in my head
I don’t see maps
I don’t rotate shapes
I can’t remember faces

I move from foot to foot feeling off my axis
Feeling prickly and cold I try to laugh as I fall heavily on to one foot again
Knowing that I should laugh as a sign of my good humor

Do process servers actually say “You’ve been served?”

Some do, although I am not aware of this being required in any jurisdiction.  
Most servers simply ask, “Are you Mr./Ms. X?,” hand the person papers, 
and, if asked, tell the person served that the papers in question are legal 
documents.

A keeps calling her vulva her booty
while she’s peeing she bends down to examine where the pee comes out

Katie had a group of friends from childhood
called the Katie-Kate-Annies 
Katie was younger than me, my daughter-mother-daughter
She drove me in her car

I have a procedure when I want to look at the baby while she’s sleeping.
I pee (multi-tasking). I turn on the bathroom light. I open the door
while the toilet is flushing, to mask the noise

I look. She’s lying on her back. She’s on her side clutching the crib bars,
She’s on her belly with her butt up in the air
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Her soft blurry face is visible or hidden I feel my love 
for her butt, her back, her face, her belly, her hidden and visible faces

Maybe justice is the process that will always be opposed
it multiplies obstacles everywhere it looks
It sees no unobstructed path

Why do I want to join groups?
Is it because I want to have sex with what is normally taken for 

granted?

Ask for PDFs from People with Institutional Access
Books For Days
Across Women’s Lives
Binders Full of Women Writers
Book Block
East Bay Mommas
Has it been 20 years already???
The Holloway Series in Poetry
Cool Freaks’ Wikipedia Club
Binders Full of Mother/Writers
Wow, Free Syllabi, Just For Me?

Counting what’s the same and what’s different
Between my friends’ bodies on the couch beside me and mine
Vans, jeans, jeans, leggings, black flats, black flats
everything the problem touches

see the outline of a hand in the pocket
and a ring on the hand stretching the pocket

We try to count things with A because we read
that the parents of babies whose genitals are identified
as female at birth
don’t count things with their babies
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Hilton Als writes: “I wanted her more than anything: her whiteness 
or, more accurately, her misleading whiteness - the blond mistaken for a 
gringo by Latin men; the Jewish girl mistaken for a shiksa by Jewish men”

The aesthetic act as an act of marking territory

I read that Degas made new female body postures 
available to painting. Studying his bathers and dancers 
he found dangerous forms for his canvas
“the many intermediate postures between each canonical pose” 
a whiff of scandal, these dancers
the intimacy of an unstudied posture 
the hovering idea that female performers are prostitutes or sexually 

available 
helpful in commanding a higher price

Painting the unpainted it immediately becomes the painted at a quickly 
higher price the gentrification of the invisible

When A sits on the potty I tell her
“You can let your pee-pee come out”

A looks at me and says “Mama goes pee-pee like a bull”

How do you paint the fact 
that so much of what we see could be different

I keep writing over and over about how so much of what I see 
could be different but isn’t
which feels like a failure of imagination on my part

Maybe that’s why I love music it pulls you into a different rhythm
I wanted to sever my connection to the social body 
and reform it according to my wishes
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no

I wasn’t present in my own thoughts
displaced or dislocated away

It’s easy to mock joining groups
I’ve always wanted to make a list of the heading topics 
from Berkeley Parents Network and read it at a reading
I think people would laugh, but why would we laugh?

The juxtapositions? The conundrum of high and low? The grief and pain, 
the white people problems, the first world problems, the mom-ism, 
the white people problems from people we are not sure are white, 
the mom-ism from people with penises, the problem of all these 

confusions 
that come up and make things hard to talk about but don’t do anything 

to erase 

white supremacy or heteropatriachy, the categories that are stable for a 
moment while we critique them and then feel unstable as they are lived 
and then collapse into goo and become a search for a way to revolt 
without just breaking a rule 
(“Take that mom and dad”) the categories that catch us and transform us 

into themselves, or mold us to themselves, or that we struggle against 
and leave the marks of our arms in the sticky substance

Love finds a way to pry open your fingers

I wish I had responded, “What is natural is the repression”

Do men carry little female figurines inside their body cavities:
statuettes of Justice, Melancholia and Eros

A likes to stand between my legs rest her arms atop my knees
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I lift my legs and lift her up just an inch from the floor I sway her gently

One group slurps up the resources of another one
Beware the wealth of your body, it will make you poor
Beware food, ingestion, self-forgetfulness

My childhood is something of a blank

Political struggles are not fought on the surface of things 
but through how they are made

The placenta that kept A alive grew from her cells, not mine

Cells from the outer layer of the embryo burrowed into my uterine lining 
by pushing my cells out of the way
destroying them with digestive enzymes  
or secreting substances that caused them to kill themselves

These placental cells then drilled into 80 of my uterine blood vessels
When the placenta was fully formed
My whole blood supply flowed through it every 5 minutes

The problem with imagining justice
As everything that doesn’t exist yet
Is that without a transformation of the invisible before it even appears
When the invisible does come into being it’ll just appear in the form 

that the visible has prepared
Formed around the axis that so many tiny imperceptible motions have 

shaped

I touch and stroke A ceaselessly when I’m around her
when she says “No, mama!” and wiggles and laughs or frowns  
I have to will my hands to stop 

it’s such a pleasure to always be drawing her shape 
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but I want her to have the borders of her own body I should listen

Is it justice that A owns my body but I don’t own hers
Or not that she owns my body but that she used it when she couldn’t 

do otherwise
is justice and one of the tangles in justice

T was supposed to look at the baby’s sex  
and announce it when A was born but he forgot to 
T tells me I was saying “Look, look at the beautiful baby”  
while she was lying unsexed on my chest

A portrait based on what touches you on different sides
 
Participants said they would have to be paid $57,000 
to have the little toe of one foot cut off
$100,000 to eat a live earthworm, and $10,000 
to choke a stray cat to death with their bare hands

Yet I instantly expected him to see my hole as something special

6-year old says he wants to die (1 reply) 
9 year old boy - what’s after Legos? (4 replies) 
Montessori to Traditional School Transition (7 replies) 
Nap/Bedtime Struggle with Co-Sleeping 17-month-old (1 reply)
New to area looking for toddler playgroups (3 reply) 
Parenting Group for Those 40+ with New Babies   (1 reply) 
Placenta Preparation: Raw v. TCM for depression (1 reply) 
Security alarm - when to call police (2 replies) 
Static noise in right ear during loud noises (4 replies) 
Summer school full, what are my options? (1 reply) 
The Forever-Cold (4 replies)

In spite of everything I still want to proceed 
As though knowledge could protect me from the feeling of the world
As though it were something I could wear
Instead of something that reaches inside me and shapes me
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I don’t think it’s only an experience one can have through pregnancy
childbirth or parenting but those experiences are the closest I have come
to realizing how different things can be because I became so different 

so quickly
with different despairs joys and experiences, when A was very small

and I nursed her every two or three hours I stopped caring about being 
naked

but I stopped caring in an aggressive way, I walked around naked in 
front of the windows

in front of my parents, there must have been something aggressive 
about it

since everyone begged me to stop and I persisted

I needed my unconcern to be larger than their caring
To have the world live inside of my indifference instead of the other 

way around
I couldn’t look at my body in the same way, as a thing that had parts
some of which talked, some of which excreted or twitched or sat
it was all equally a thing and equally there

I read that the placenta is called ‘the book of intra-uterine time’
The placenta I grew left the body with birth and was disposed of as trash
the side that faced the mother looked different from the side that faced 

the fetus
my blood surrounded her blood but didn’t enter it

Make everything ugly
No aesthetics left
No mysteries left
only problems

* * * 
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I’m tired of drinking perfume and eating flowers

The form is a conversation between women 
even when the form begins to fray
 
LST Mamas Facebook Group:

“Service center lady: Ohhhh! I thought I heard a baby and just had to 
come see! How old is he?

Me: This is Fiona. She’s two weeks!

Service center lady: Oh...I thought she was wearing blue.

Me: She is.

<awkward silence>

...Ha ha, guess I need to be a little more cognizant about putting a 
headband on this gal in public? 

Comment: No she is beautiful in blue and headbandless just as she is
Comment: LOL you have a two-week old baby why are you changing the 
oil?!!”

In high school like everyone with a body I was an interloper in the 
precincts of reason.

When my male friends asked me why girls weren’t smart 

I performed my difference how I would be smart
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I wouldn’t steal their good grades 
I was no grind

My intellect as erotic, boastful, angry, sparking
It was the age of Camille Paglia 

I owned a lot of male cast-offs
Including my own mind

Freud’s Wolf Man, distressed by the thought of Jesus defecating,
solves the problem with reason:
“Since Christ had made wine out of nothing, 
he could have made food into nothing 
and in this way have avoided defecating”

In Houston, 100% of city-owned garbage dumps
are located in black neighborhoods

Justice means the person got what they deserved
you are happy about what was administered to them

One of the things I always say to myself about bringing up A
to encourage myself not to panic 
and not to over-control her 

and not to want to raise her in a bubble: 
Well, I did x, and I turned out OK

I ate a lot of that 80s cheese that you spray from a can
I turned out OK

I watched the video for Warrant’s Cherry Pie I tried to impress x 
male teacher

I disdained people 
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I learned to pity poor people and to hope for their poverty to be alleviated
by means of education, I read all those Henry James novels
and I turned out OK

My fetishes for the unstudied, the irresponsible
The casual and cruel

The Possessive Investment in Whiteness describes
“Collective exercises of group power relentlessly channeling 
rewards, resources, and opportunities from one group to another”

Justice as the form in which 
each group is served its portion

Relentlessly, relentlessly

Everyone who saw me while I was pregnant said I would have a boy. 
I was carrying high. 
You couldn’t tell I was pregnant from the back

I dream that I’m sleeping 
In the dream within the dream I see a vision of myself as a toddler
standing at the foot of my bed, crying. I reach out to comfort myself.
This baby me is very much like A. To comfort us I run my hands over her 

Her skin is as soft and comforting to touch as A’s. 
The toddler me begins to fade as I keep reaching out to touch her skin. 
Then, still in the dream, I wake up and electricity rushes across my brain – 
a scary feeling – I realize I must be having a seizure 

try to call 911 they don’t pick up, so I call my parents
saying their names and crying ‘Help, help’ 
I hear them talking about a coat but they can’t hear me

Lizzy and I talked about people getting jailed 
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because they can’t pay their parking tickets.
Lizzy kept repeating “That should be illegal,”

and we talked about this justice system made of parts
all of which seem like they should be illegal. 

A likes to pour her pee from the little potty into the big one
where it mingles with mine.

In her essay on Bob Dylan, Ellen Willis said “At the time I did not 
question the idea that women were guardians of the oppressive 
conventional values: I only thought of myself as an exception.”

I thought, “Yes.”
and about my high school desire 
to be a fugitive from justice –
How I did not “like” my “group.”

My 7th grade crush wouldn’t let me touch his body 
but gifted me his drawings of the Led Zeppelin ZoSo symbol 
and Jimmy Page’s doubleneck Gibson EDS-1275 guitar

I think I still have them somewhere 
torn-out loose-leaf pages with their ragged edges ripped at the spine
folded in half to make a sheaf, a solid torso

it all brings up the question
of how OK am I really
it’s painful

a symmetry I don’t want but keep finding everywhere.
Mark Greif says “A surprise of being around police is how much they 
touch you. 

They touch you without consent and in both seemingly friendly and 
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unfriendly ways....
the unspoken rule is that the citizen must never return touch”

I Facebook-chatted JT in response to their question #2
“How does being white figure or not into your poetic work?”

It seemed less frightening than writing an email.
After a lot of other things I said

“It has a lot to do with my relationship to my daughter. Socializing her 
makes me more aware of my whiteness, since I become more aware of 
everything I’m passing on to her, including my position in white culture

Also, I have the question of what addressing my whiteness, trying to 
actually see it, should cause me to do. Getting pregnant forced me 
to deal with my own misogyny: my identification of freedom and 
intellectual life with masculinity. I was forced to reckon with having a 
female body

But part of what I realized then was that I never really had male 
privilege all along – I only aspired to it. I was allowed not to have 
to experience what my gender meant because of (relative) youth, 
whiteness, class status, etc. It feels different to be trying to think about 
whiteness while I’m writing from inside of white privilege”

Women are put on trial after they’re raped –
black people are put on trial after they’re killed –

The curdled skin on heated milk.
As though the milk, when heated, becomes a pregnant body – 
a skin over a fluid interior
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This week was the Charleston massacre.

Cynthia Hurd, 54; 
Susie Jackson, 87; 
Ethel Lance, 70; 
Reverend DePayne Middleton-Doctor, 49;
Honorable Reverend Clementa Pinckney, 41;
Tywanza Sanders, 26;
Reverend Daniel Simmons Sr., 74; 
Rev. Sharonda Singleton, 45;
Myra Thompson, 59;

were shot in Emanuel African Methodist Episcopal Church.
They were shot by a white supremacist terrorist

The owner of the Carolina Panthers is going to pay for the funerals.
Alabama Governer Robert Bentley has ordered the Confederate flag 
taken down from the Capitol building

All the white owners of force scrambling
to make the shooting look like an anomaly
instead of what it is, the how things are

This is also the week in which South Carolina State Rep Bill Chumley said 

These people sat there and waited their turn to be shot. That’s sad. Somebody in 
there with a means of self-defense could have stopped this and we’d have less 
funerals than we’re having. Why didn’t somebody just do something? You’ve got 
one skinny person shooting a gun. I mean, we need to do what we can

How could one skinny person be scary. How could one white person 
inspire fear. The cops didn’t shoot or beat up the white supremacist 
terrorist when they apprehended him. It would be a categorical error
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The giant urn of water has been drained and filled twice since I got here

The Kol Nidre, one of the most famous Jewish prayers
is not actually in Hebrew but in Aramaic
and is not actually a prayer but a legal formula

By the authority of the Court on High 
and by authority of the court down here, 
by the permission of One Who Is Everywhere 
and by the permission of this congregation 
we hold it lawful to pray with sinners.

Do what you can. Don’t wait around to die.
Don’t just sit there and wait to get shot

Don’t while black

Don’t sell loose cigarettes, steal cigarettes, play music loud, carry a 
bottle of pills, hold a toy gun, hold an unloaded air rifle, drive a stolen 
car, drive a car, run, stand there unarmed in a dark stairwell and wait 
to get shot by a police officer, ride a bicycle. Don’t be an adult carrying 
a pellet gun in a store where pellet guns are sold while you are not 
pointing the pellet gun at people

Don’t attack a cop, run from a cop, be a cop a 911 caller calls other 
cops on, execute an illegal U-turn side-swiping a barrier and a Secret 
Service officer, be a child holding a pellet gun, be near an area in which 
a 911 caller made a false report of being robbed by two black men, 
shoot yourself while handcuffed in a police cruiser

Don’t smuggle a high-caliber weapon with which to shoot yourself 
into a police station, don’t open the door to the police after you have a 
placed a domestic disturbance call, get in a car accident and approach a 
nearby house for help, be in your home when SWAT teams mistakenly 
raid it, don’t flee armed men attempting to rob the bodega you work at 
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Don’t kill yourself while handcuffed in a police cruiser with a gun held 
in your right hand although you are left-handed

I’m not even halfway through the list

* * *
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This morning A was happy that the rain was here
but sad that the sun was not here.
She was singing “Cows are doing what cows can do, cows are doing 
whatever cows can do”
It interests me some but not only and not entirely

I was possessive.
I tended to be solitary.
I was never good at groups

It was my first high school boyfriend who introduced me to Rocky Horror.  
He dressed as Frank N Furter with a whip
with a corset and thigh-highs on his slim, muscular body – 

a gymnast’s body, freckly shoulders. He walked on his toes. He was 
my object. 

He was sexy and I associated him with Tim Curry, who was sexier

We lay in his loft bed touching each other and listening to Master of Puppets
and after we got caught we lay in his loft bed touching each other 
with the door open by parental decree

In The Rocky Horror Picture Show, Brad and Janet are impossibly straight 
straight beyond straight

In their love duet (“Damn it, Janet!”)
they embody gender stereotypes campily but entirely. 
Brad is stern, Janet sweet and supplicating

It feels like they couldn’t crack, 
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no way for them to touch each other’s bodies ever.
So when Tim Curry, Dr. Frank N Furter, Frank, goes between them

seducing both, I think what I found sexiest at 14 
was the idea that there’s someone everyone could fuck 
or who could fuck everyone. That’s pretty awful

But I think I mean something 
about not having a gender that prevents you from touching other people, 
something about holding sexuality in public joyfully, a male availability 

and yieldingness

Plus, Rocky Horror is one of those things that you can like as a pure sign – 
when you’re a teenager who wants to show other teenagers 
that you feel somehow other – you don’t have to let yourself know 

what it means
and yet it begins to hold meaning

I bugged T to watch Rocky Horror with me. He finally did
but he didn’t get it. To be fair it’s a mess,
pretty much completely unintelligible.
For me it’s a jumble charged with erotic energy
For T it’s just a jumble, a mass of unsorted things

Things I like I unsuccessfully attempted to share with T:
The Rocky Horror Picture Show, Sleater-Kinney, the movie Hot Fuzz.
Things I like I successfully shared with T:
Buffy the Vampire Slayer, BBC miniseries of Pride & Prejudice
Octavia Butler’s Lilith’s Brood

In Camille Roy’s reading I write down “This moment, here,
right between my legs.” Talking about loyalty to the present.

You can love making containers that things can grow inside
you can love watching the things grow
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and still realize how much work it is

As an allegorical figure, I overlap with myself roughly. 
As the space of caring and empathy 
and of sensational lack.
What do I want what methods do I have in my jurisdiction
how should I get it

Notorious Boston mobster James ‘Whitey’ Bulger penned a letter 
to some teenage girls from prison 
saying “I only know one thing for sure – 
if you want to make crime pay, go to law school”

Aristotle thinks that the best flutes should go to the best flute players
because that’s what flutes are for – to be played well.
So to know how to apportion justice

You have to know what things are for.
A tumbles around in her crib saying 
“I’m a little baby customer!”

When to write the essay on compulsory male pregnancy.
When to write the essay on Amy Schumer’s Twelve Angry Men parody.
When to write the essay about gardening and shame

So, T persuaded me into a morning of yard-work.
 I always want to have a garden but when it comes time 
to use my time outside my day job I want to read and write 
and will consent to only the absolute bare minimum of labor 
to reproduce my life and the part of A’s life that T doesn’t care for
and A herself cannot care for. I’ve started and killed several gardens 
out of my feckless desire to differently imagine myself and my time 
and the shame I feel when we do the work 
of trimming back and carting out the dead stuff is endless. 
T jokes that we should plant a ‘bone garden.’ It would be rocks and bones 
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The dirty house, spaces that can’t ever get really clean
encrusted with fallen layers of food, 
coated spaces between fridge and oven, residue
the persistence of the crumbs at the border of the rug and the sofa, 
in a way, it’s a refusal to erase work. All the work of the meals. 
The constant cleaning needed to hide the facts of domestic work, 
its endless return and its decay. What you are supposed to do is erasure

This reminds me of justice. I don’t know how to explain why. 
But it’s like the refusal to hide that justice is made of rotting parts

Stephanie and I passed a friend on our walk. He looked
as if he were intently scanning for someone. But his gaze went right by us

We made a silent mutual decision not to greet him 
and we seemed to feel a little gleeful about it

Happy about having making an invisible, 
a covert, thing of ourselves

We said “He doesn’t recognize us in our workout clothes” and we said 
“He’s looking for someone, it’s like he’s looking for us” and we said 

“But he can’t find us!” and we laughed and said 
that we could barely recognize ourselves

Rocky Horror Picture Show: A Virgin’s Guide

VIRGIN - In the common world, this usually refers to a person who 
has not engaged in sexual relations. In the ROCKY HORROR world, 
this word refers to the many unfortunate people who have never 
experienced THE ROCKY HORROR PICTURE SHOW (RHPS) in a 
theater with an audience and a live cast
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ROCKY HORROR Etiquette:

Never make fun of someone for “dressing up” - especially if 
their costume or make-up is not exact. The point is that their 
heart is in it and this might discourage them or others from ever 
returning in costume and that’s what this cult’s all about, isn’t it?

If you portray a certain character in your theater or its 
performing group, don’t get angry or jealous if someone else 
comes dressed as that character. Remember that the movie 
and its characters are not your exclusive property. When you 
think about it, any resentment is hypocritical to your own 
“dressing up”.

 If visitors from other theaters or areas comes to visit, don’t try 
to “shout them down”. Respect the fact that they might yell 
different “lines”. Why, you might even find some new ones 
more preferable to your own

On the surface, an ethics based on maternal care sounds kind of great. 
“The paradigm of an ethical relation is that of a mother’s response 

to the needs or requirements of a child.” But there’s no room
for the mother’s anger or ambivalence, that bothers me

Let’s give up caring and empathy and then have someone sell them 
back to us. 

Shulamith Firestone says “If there were another word more all-
embracing than revolution we would use it”

I try to read about justice and stumble into libertarian thought experiments 
about my right to sell my organs and sexual services

I try to read about St. Vincent and stumble into a thread called “Fuck 
Lena Dunham” –
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borsabil Pronouns: Me, I, Myself {3 months ago} “His life was being 
fucked sideways, his career and family life being flushed down the toilet 
and she didn’t give the remotest fuck despite the fact she knew with a 
certainty he was 100% innocent. That’s the kind of slime-covered cunt 
we’re discussing here”

Francois_Rapiste {3 months ago} “It terrifies me how powerful women 
are in this society, that they can ruin your life with a false accusation, 
and no one will defend you if the accusation was of rape”

LtCthulhu Gender doesn’t exist, that’s why I base my entire identity on it {3 
months ago} “It’s almost like we live in a...matriarchy”

A sign in the coffee shop addresses me: “Bro, please
no dirty dishes
bus tubs are over there” 

The sign doesn’t realize I’m not a bro  
unless by ‘bro’ it means anyone rude enough  
to leave their dirty dishes 
where the servers are putting food orders

When I read I’m With the Band: Confessions of a Groupie
I’m struck by the classic, narcissistic femininity of the men –
“Jimmy was always in the mirror, primping on his splendid image, 
and putting perfect waves in his long black hair with a little crimping 

machine. 
He used Pantene products, and whenever I smelled them, for years 

afterward, 
I remembered being buried in his hair.”

Onion headline: Slightly Upset Woman Declared Insane

“director of hysteriatrics”

* * *
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20th Century Fox released The Rocky Horror Picture Show in 
September 1975.

It was a complete flop. Then, on April Fools’ Day, 1976, Tim Deegan 

a young ad executive at 20th Fox, persuaded the Waverly Theater
to replace the midnight show with the RHPS

Grand abstractions feel so compelling to me sometimes. “Justice.” 
That it might hold an idea of dreaming the never-was, like Demand The 

Impossible: 

A History of Anarchism, which sits on my shelf unread 
with its onion-skin pages and tiny print

What you’ll find anywhere when you look closely.
Do some things and write them in different orders
then decide which configuration is the most just

Katie’s dad likes a picture of A on Facebook

Julian points out that when A starts school she’ll have to choose a 
bathroom

I see the car pull up it doesn’t even seem to slow
Officer Tim Loehmann shoots Tamir Rice less than two seconds later

as though there were nothing else possible to imagine
nothing he could see would change the outcome, so why wait

I think of Frank Wilderson speaking about raising a black child:
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when to tell his daughter there was no sanctuary for her 
and would be none

“If the spirit of their intercourse were still the same after their 
coming together

as it had been when they were living apart,” Aristotle wrote
these groups could not be considered a polis, or a political community

Images are 15 months apart  
Peripheral globules reduce with enlarging naevus  

Images are a year apart  
Amorphous structure develops central globules  

Images are a year apart  
Pronounced network after pregnancy  

Images 2 years apart  
Numerous milia within naevus
  
Images are 2 years apart  
Fading naevus  

Scab on a mole 
Re-pigmentation in scar

I think, the sadness of poetry is its history. 
Trying to convince your landlord 
to be a good landlord by praising him

The flatterer’s art. And so although male 
also the art of white women, weaving and unweaving 
our status as minor me

Then I feel ashamed of this thought, try to bury it
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Hug someone and leave the embrace covered in fake blood 

“Should I the Queen of Love refuse,/Because she rose from stinking ooze?”

To know how to distribute justice
you have to know what things are for
and how they should be valued

There’s a baby goggling & smiling at me over its dad’s shoulder 
while he reads a thick book. I say “Your little one is smiling at me” 

“Yeah she loves people.” We do the parent thing: “How old is she?”  
“7 months”  
“What’s her name?”“Civica.” I say, “Come again?” 
He says “Ci-vic-a. Like civics class?”

I swear you couldn’t make this shit up –

it reminds me that I was a little annoyed by how, in “The Glass Essay” 
Anne Carson’s faithless boyfriend is named Law –

it felt a little too pointed – but maybe his name was Law,
and there was nothing that suited him better

Led Zeppelin’s famous 4th album is called the Symbols album:
each of the 4 band members got to pick their own symbol,
which together became the album title. There’s ZoSo 

for Jimmy Page. Bassist John Paul Jones’ triquetra 
was chosen from a book. Drummer John Bonham’s symbol, 
three interlocking rings, was chosen from the same book

It represents mother, father and child 
and also happens to be the logo for Ballantine beer
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Singer Robert Plant’s symbol of a feather within a circle was his own 
design. 

Less known is the fifth, smaller symbol, not on the cover, 
shaped like three triangles touching at their points
chosen by guest vocalist Sandy Denny 

for her contribution to the track “The Battle of Evermore”; 
it appears in the credits list as an asterisk 
on the inner sleeve of the LP 

“beyond that nothing is known about it”
I swear you couldn’t make this shit up

When I read this kind of trivia it’s so gratifying in a way
like, how much fun to put this in my poem, how well it matches 
but really why should anyone be surprised, I get annoyed at myself
of course everything is about patriarchy

The prolific artist father
The phallic pregnancy

When a problem touches every point
seeing it everywhere should require no art
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On a family vacation my brother and I watch Room 237 
a movie woven together of elaborate interpretations
of Stanley Kubrick’s film The Shining 
by mostly male dreamers and crackpots

I choose it over a fictional drama about a young pop star trying to make it
that looks hackneyed to me and Josh says
“So you would rather watch a movie directed by a man

about crazy men who are obsessed with a man
than a movie with a female lead directed by a woman?”
I’m embarrassed and amused and say “Yes, yes I would”

The man who thinks The Shining is about the Holocaust,
the one who decides it’s about rape, the one who argues 
that it’s about the genocide of Native Americans,
the one who thinks it is bad on purpose and that makes it so much better

“We tried to interview women artists
about parenthood and its relationship to their work

More than one artist wondered
how we’d found out she had a child”

The half-smile. Enigma. Separation from the present.
How does the work withstand violence (to the mother).
But what is terrible still belongs here

Not that I would argue that we’re happy when a woman
or a person of color or a queer person or a trans person
or a person with disabilities is suffering, but I would say it’s 

comfortable –

Because it’s usual. And the person is expected to tolerate their suffering
Quietly, for the good of the group
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as opposed to when the king dies
when the world is knocked off its axis 
when a white man is upset on the Internet

When I started thinking about getting pregnant
T and I had a brief resurgence of going to shows
a flare-up, I guess, of anxiety and pleasure 
over the time we feared we would lose

We saw The Dream, Bonnie Prince Billy
tUnE-yArDs, and St. Vincent
I was so attracted to St. Vincent in the show I felt dizzy
Waves of sexual feeling washed from the stage to me

“The sun was shining: I was a twenty-year-old blonde with blue eyes 
and a ticket to New York sent to me by Jimmy Page, the most 
beautiful Englishman alive”

St. Vincent “Birth in Reverse”
Annie Clark girlfriend
St. Vincent trans erasure
Annie Clark Polyphonic Spree

I get to an interview where St. Vincent is frustrated by a question
about her ‘rare feat’ of being a female festival headliner

“’Am I female? I forget,’” she says somewhat frostily. 
“’I mean, I’m not really sure what to say about that. 
I don’t sing or play guitar with my vagina ... 
Obviously I’m a strong woman and a feminist 
but I don’t have a particular opinion on this topic’”

I’m not so sure how I feel about this 
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1) Annie Clark, AKA St. Vincent, can do no wrong in my eyes

2) Dumb endless interviews and dumb questions must be exhausting 

3) I love that St. Vincent has come out as gender-queer

4) I love that she/they is an insane guitar hero who eschews 
conventional solos but demonstrates absolute mastery and innovation 
in this traditionally masculine form

5) But what about women who don’t have vaginas

6) But her “I don’t sing or play guitar with my vagina” strikes me as 
uncomfortably close to my pet peeve, when an artist who does 
identify as female says “I’m not a woman writer, I’m just a writer”
*I’m not a woman writer, I’m just a regular writer
*I’m not a woman writer, I’m just a real writer
*I’m not a feminist woman writer, I’m just a real writer
*I don’t want to submit my book to the feminist or queer or trans 
press or prize for women or queer people or trans people, I want to 
submit my book to the real press or prize for real people

7) But St Vincent says she/they is a feminist, so what’s my problem?
*I’ve done all those same things of course
*I didn’t want to be a mom

8) I’m not a woman head-liner, I’m just a head-liner

Although, if power is being able to forget
not to have to be aware of your body 
your self as object, self as image

maybe there is some truth to the idea of justice 
as forgetting. But forgetfulness for everyone
not just for some 

What luxury, for each of us to have a space 
to slow down and look
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But ultimately I think I’m more attracted 
to Linda Nochlin’s statement –

“I do not conceive of a feminist art history 
as a positive approach to the field”

to Trisha Low’s essays on ‘being-hated’
and to my unwritten essay on compulsory male pregnancy:

Some fantasy in which we all, male and female, carry 
an awareness of our body as potentially used

For each of us to have no education 
Or nothing, neither 

What does justice mean to you.
If you would give up your mastery

Would you give up your x for y

Would you give up your fatherhood to become a mom. 
Would you give up your fatherhood to become a Pinterest mom.
Would you give up your role as studio head to become a lady painter.
Would you quit your job as a surgeon to become a scrub tech.
Would you cede your endowed professorship to become a devoted 

adjunct,
a Pinterest mom, a dabbler, a volunteer museum aide, an unpaid intern,
a typist, a nanny, a domestic worker, an unpaid part-time research 
assistant, a domestic worker. Would you be a lady painter

If I touched someone what else could I do
if I combined with someone 
and then separated from them 
what else could I do
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Black Hollywood Live: Justice Is Served — 

“In this episode Black Hollywood Live hosts Chelsea Galicia and Sara 
Azari discuss legal cases for the week of June 3rd, 2015. 
The hosts discuss the case of the week, 
which is the FIFA corruption investigation: tell us what you think. 
Moving forward from there, featuring news of the Aurora shooter on trial. 
Was he really insane at the time? 
Then we discuss a Facebook rant going to the Supreme Court 
Is it a death threat or not? We’ll discuss the crimes, motives, and evidence!
Wrapping things up with Tipping the Scales discussing 
whether we can mediate racism away? 
All this and more on today’s Justice Is Served for June 3rd, 2015”

* * * 
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My family vacation is the week after the Charleston massacre. 
In New Orleans they’re talking about pulling down the statue of 

Robert E. Lee.
My dad says “I don’t know, Lee Circle is just New Orleans to me”

My dad says “New Orleans” kind of like “New Awlins.” I don’t. 
I’ve had people tell me I sound like I grew up in New York,
not New Orleans. By which I think they mean I’m Jewish? Or because 

I talk fast

But they’re wrong, I was born in 1977 - my speech is from TV 
the California Vernacular English of game show hosts. 

When T first told me my parents had accents, I got angry. I couldn’t 
hear it. 

An accent is only an accent outside. From inside it’s a face, 
an inimitable voice, the movement of someone’s hands.
On Fathers’ Day, while Facebook bubbled over with father-portraits, 

Alana posted 
“Feeling out the emotional cross hatch of people hating the patriarchy 

and loving their fathers”

I love my father but I hate that he said “I don’t know, 
Lee Circle is just New Orleans to me.” 
I hate it partly because I know what he means. 
Because I am a white, I feel it in me: Lee Circle in the background,  
The comfort of things that don’t change

T’s high school in Texas was also named after Robert E. Lee.  
Their mascot was the Rebel, a tubby little Confederate general - 
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they did the Rebel Yell. T told me that Lee’s mascot  
didn’t become the Rebel until after integration.  
The cute little general appeared in memory 
of the school’s all-white student body

to tell the black kids and Mexican kids that they would never be a part 
of this body, 

that they were in the wrong place, to make them feel discomfort and pain

T is half-Mexican but could pass for white. Though when my 
parents met him 

they said they could tell he “was something.” He has pale skin and freckles. 
When he was in high school at Lee and in middle school 
at Goddard and in elementary school at Crockett 

people would say racist things about Mexicans to him in a comradely way, 
not realizing he was Mexican. Or, to be hostile,  
they would tell him he was Chinese

A has T’s face shape and my olive skin,  
which I’m not sure where it comes from in me;  
my parents are pale. My uncle is also kind of dark

I’m always slightly comforted 
when I read that Jews are more closely related, genetically, to 

Palestinians 
than to Europeans (as if that matters)

Most of the kids in A’s daycare are blonds and redheads.   
Two of the unrelated babies look like siblings. I say this to Thania,  
who runs the daycare, that these two red-headed babies look so alike

She looks at the cute white babies running around her backyard 
says off-hand, “Oh, they all look alike.” I laugh. Thania grew up in 

Honduras
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She calls A her little Mexican baby, though A is just a quarter Mexican –

It makes me happy, so I tell T. He shrugs and laughs and says 
“I guess Thania has to take what she can get”  

 

T and I have a joke where I ask him if I have to be a white.  
Usually I have to; occasionally he lets me off the hook 
 
What am I trying to say:

– it’s about power

– If there were a word more all-encompassing 
than revolution we should use it 

– I don’t know

I woke up this morning so tired
I took my sertraline pill zero times instead of one time

I put curl cream in my hair two times instead of one time
now it looks thready and stringy

The taboo against clothed women painting a naked man

The Internet of Garbage

The problem is that I could do this forever
what would you give me to stop
In “Why Have There Been No Great Women Artists” 
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Linda Nochlin talks about how the nude model was forbidden to women  
when painting from the nude was “the key to apprenticeship, 
the route to genius”

An all-male clientele drawing from the nude in Rembrandt’s studio
men working from the nude in The Hague
the realistic Interior of David’s Studio  
featuring young men diligently drawing from the male nude
 
The Man Question
The White Question
The Justice Question

As I write this, all around the country, young women are being chastised 
on message boards, in comments & in op-eds 

for the sound of their voices. Right now it’s outrage about ‘vocal fry’; 
in my childhood, it was valley girl talk. Or up-speak? 

The term “Valley Girl” went into circulation with the 1982 single of the 
same name. 

Moon Unit Zappa, Frank Zappa’s 14-year-old daughter, monologues 
over the music 

in her ‘Valleyspeak’ phrases: “grody to the max”; “gag me with a spoon”

The song supposedly originated with “Moon’s desire to work with her 
father”

He woke her up in the middle of the night and took her to the studio 
where she provided most of the content.  It was Frank Zappa’s only hit 

He thought it was a depressing song about his hatred of the San 
Fernando Valley

and later expressed fear that despite his “rich body of work”
he was thought of as a novelty songwriter because of “Valley Girl”
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A linguist had a group of people listen to a female broadcaster with 
vocal fry, 

and asked them if the voice sounded authoritative. 
Listeners under 40 said the voice sounded authoritative. 
Those over 40 thought the voice sounded weak, childlike, and degenerate

The linguist said, the results of my experiment have proven
that if vocal fry reduces a speaker’s authority in your ears
you are old

I include myself in that group, she laughs.
Though apparently my vagina is “childish” 

B-side: “Teenage Prostitute”
B-side: “You Is What You Is”

If women had something inside themselves
It would reveal itself 
but it has never revealed itself

Am I Civica’s mom or Civica’s dad?
 
In the bathtub, A squirts water into her mouth from her fists.
Linguists find vocal fry is equally common in young men

I didn’t grow up anywhere near the Valley 
but I ran around saying “Like O-MI-GODDDD” and “gag me with 

a spoon”
I knew it was supposed to sound dumb but it was also so much fun to say
the way the words lingered in my mouth

John Berger: “the owner-spectator’s right to see her naked”
the hidden ‘he’
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While I’m watching Room 237  
watching these fans sculpting their theories so passionately
I think of TJ Clark saying art works its material 
and of Cassils’ performance “Becoming an Image” –

Cassils pummels a 2,000 pound clay lump in total darkness, 
making it a sculpture, or destroying the sculpture it was
while the burst of flashbulbs going off periodically reveals

his body to the audience, fighting the clay. 
Cassils describes the piece as referring to the violence  
the world does, and cis people do, to trans bodies

Linda Nochlin says, “One studies what prevents representation”
or there’s TJ Clark on Courbet: “some kind of action against the place 

of art itself ”
If justice could become possible at the points where it ends 
before it appears

“A key objective of schooling, according to reformer Horace Mann, 
should be to implant a certain kind of conscience in the students—so 
that they discipline their own behavior and begin to police themselves” 

Jurors tend to believe witnesses who are good looking,  
don’t fidget, and are not black

B-side: Our Empty Internal Spaces
B-side: The Patriarchy is My Muse

An 1885 photograph by Thomas Eakins 
shows the Women’s Modeling Class working from a cow,  
maybe a bull? Though the beast is nude, its nether regions are obscure

Many phrases and elements of Valley girl speak
have become stable elements of the California English dialect lexicon, 
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and in some cases wider American English
such as the use of “like” as a hedge

Moon Unit Zappa, author of our common language, said
“I don’t think of myself as a Valley Girl, but I guess it’s my claim to fame”

“In terms of pronouns I prefer he but I’m okay with she. 
I prefer to be called Cassils but don’t mind if people call me Heather”

Fuck you if you think I sound stupid.
Fuck you if you don’t understand why it’s important to sound stupid

Never have I wanted to turn the comments off more than I do right now

A crisis in who and what we value

A masculine-feminine-masculine body of resistance

* * * 
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This year in Iceland, women turned a 25,000 member “Beauty Tips” 
Facebook group

into a campaign against sexual abuse

You learn to get suspicious
Things can taste too good
So I would like to know what justice is

Shulamith Firestone was also called “Shulie” or “Shuloma.”
She said “Instead of beauty and power occasionally, 
I want to achieve a world where it’s there all the time, 
in every word and every brushstroke, and not just now and then”

This week, Bree Newsome, a black women, climbed the flagpole  
at the base of the South Carolina statehouse steps 
She had a spotter, James Tyson, a white man. He stood 
Quietly at the base of the pole while she climbed 

Bree Newsome climbed the 30-foot-tall flagpole and unhooked the 
Confederate flag, 

ignoring the cops who arrived when she was halfway up.
She was charged with a misdemeanor that carries a $5,000 fine, 
A 3-year prison term, or both

Bree Newsome is part of an informal network known as The Tribe 
that came together in Ferguson. Bree Newsome said  
we could not stand to have the flag up one more day

To hear the last of:
to not have to deal with someone or something again
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i.e., It’s uncertain whether we’ve heard the last of the harassment case

To do justice in the sense of to “render fully and fairly, 
showing due appreciation” is from the 1670s

Someone is sending the emails.
Someone is thinking about getting the food; 
someone’s cleaning the space after

What percentage of US jobs are in service sector?
Looking for specific number. Reference would be nice! 
Best Answer:  80% as of 2001

The women were in Washington to attend the New Left’s Counter-Inaugural 
to Richard Nixon’s first Inauguration. Marilyn Webb was three sentences into 
her speech when men in the audience began to shout, “Take her off the stage 
and fuck her!” and “Fuck her down a dark alley!” 
 
A invents a game. She wants me to chase her  
while she shouts “I don’t care about it!”  
Her voice is full of laughter but she pushes it down, 
like she’s trying to be serious

Sometimes I embroider the game with fake menace: 
“Oh, you don’t care that I’m gonna catch you
and hold you upside down and TICKLE you?” She says
“I don’t CARE about it I don’t CARE about it!” and laughs

That A. holds her body in full justice 
because she hasn’t yet unlearned 
her pride and defiance
is romantic and certainly untrue
and yet it’s something wonderful to see 
even for me and T, the ones assigned
to break her, her Nurse Ratcheds
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Going incognito doesn’t hide your browsing from your employer, 
your internet service provider, or the websites you visit

On Facebook I see a post “I can’t deal with seeing one more white woman
critique white male power tbh. Critique yourselves!”

I think about this poem, how I’m writing so much about gender, 
because that’s where I take punishment from justice
not where I dish it out. The cross-hatch

Outbursts of wanting to move,
to push.

Women of color and white women of lower socioeconomic status in the United 
States described more negative reactions when they resisted removing body 
hair, as they negotiated narratives of ‘‘respectability’’ on top of the already 
racist and classist judgments of others (Fahs & Delgado, 2011).

Mary Richardson said that “Justice is an element of beauty 
as much as is color and outline on canvas”

I first learned about Mary Richardson 
while reading Linda Nochlin’s “Women, Art, and Power”:

On March 10, 1914, a militant suffragist, Mary Richardson, alias Polly Dick, 
took an axe to Velasquez’s Rokeby Venus in the National Gallery in London. 
It was an act of aesthetic destruction comparable in the strength of its symbolic 
significance to Courbet’s supposed destruction of the Vendome column during 
the Commune, and was greeted with a similar sort of public outrage

She had dared to destroy public property, ruined a priceless masterpiece, 
wielded a dangerous weapon in an art gallery. Even today, the right-
thinking art lover must shudder at the thought of the blade hacking through 
Velazquez’s image
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The Rokeby Venus has been restored to her former glory.
She lies on her side, buttocks facing the viewer

The painting’s nickname, ‘Rokeby Venus,’ comes from Rokeby Hall
the place where the painting was property 
 until its owner sold it to the National Gallery
“my fine picture of Venus’s backside,” the owner said

Boyish women who girlishly achieve their masculine purchasing power

Women’s Social and Political Union
Women’s Section, British Union of Fascists

Women’s Franchise League
Women’s Social and Political Union
Independent Labor Party
White Feather Movement
Women’s Party
Conservative Party

Catholic Worker Movement
New York Radical Women
Westside Group
Redstockings
New York Radical Feminists

In 2004 Bree Newsome was named one of the “20 Coolest Teens in 
America” by YM magazine

Right-thinking: compare slang straight (adj.1) “honest, morally upright,” 
and Latin rectus “right,” literally “straight,” Lithuanian teisus “right, 
true,” literally “straight.” The sense in right whale is “justly entitled to 
the name.” Right of way is attested from 1767. Right stuff “best human 
ingredients,” popularized by Tom Wolfe’s 1979 book about the first 
astronauts, from 1848
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Justice is never present, so beauty has never been present.
All of the women pictured are white

Destiny Moreno dyed her armpit hair Voodoo Blue
Miley Cyrus dyed her armpit hair pink
Roxie Hunt dyed her armpit hair Manic Panic Cleo Rose
Racheal Bennett dyed her armpit hair Virgin Rose
Alyssa Bishop dyed her armpit hair Manic Panic After Midnight, a 
deep blue

Andrea Liss says, about philosophy based on an ethics of maternal care:
“Levinas’s philosophy puts an enormous weight of ethicalness not only 
on the subject, but also on the other who is asked to call the subject to 
responsibility”

It’s the question of who does the work.
I think about last summer. A number of men in the poetry scene 
had perpetrated sexual violence. So many conversations: 
what to do, how to let people know. How to not always be doing this

Some of the conversations were about restorative justice. 
And though I’m against prisons, against cops
I felt angry. Angry about the work,
justice as another part of our care work: 

taking the person who had done harm 
and instructing them in that harm. Creating systems. Getting the mediators
the training and the skill-shares. The childcare and the snacks.
At cost to our lives and our work and our anger

asking ourselves that we be patient.
And though at some level I want to be the person
who wants to do the work (i.e. female)
I don’t want to do the work
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Mary Richardson declared that she had tried to destroy the picture of the most 
beautiful woman in mythological history as a protest against the government 
for destroying Emmeline Pankhurst, who was the most beautiful character in 
modern history

Mary Richardson attacked a fictive body to bring attention 
to a living body, force-fed, attacked by police

But the public response was all concern
for the sexy ripped painting, its sexy victim-body

its “cruel wounds” and “ragged bruises.”
Mary Richardson was called “Slasher Mary” and “The Ripper”

Paul Preciado defines architecture as a “surrogate womb
where the process of becoming male or female is fully achieved”

Amy Schumer defines femininity as the process in which 
a fake dick shoots real cum on your head

An unmarried man wrote his status on Facebook as unmarried -  
Wife Wanted. 
2 girls liked it 
And 140 men commented
“TAKE MINE” 

Four Women Bond Over the Beauty in Their Baldness JULY 28
Makeup That Lasts in the Heat JULY 21 
How to Get Deep V Cleavage Ready JULY 21 
Ground Rules for Body Shimmer JULY 21 
The Look of a Champion Surfer JULY 7 
Women Who Dye Their Armpit Hair JULY 7

“That first touching, that first gesture in the course of conversation 
when one lightly touches the other’s arm, 
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thus raises only one serious question: Do I disgust you?”
 
The original members of Mother Art connected through their 
involvement with the Woman’s Building in LA in 1974. The Woman’s 
Building passed a rule that dogs, but not children, would be allowed 
in artists’ studios. In response, Mother Art built a play structure for 
children at the Woman’s Building, outdoors 

“a modest, proficient, self-demeaning level of amateurism”
Justice’s backside
The answers you get depend on the questions you ask

Though Whitey Bulger said “advice is a cheap commodity”
life advice the commodity is expensive: Easy Slow Cooker Recipes, 
self-care, therapy 1, therapy 2, acupuncture 

neglecting the issue of quality, destroying the canon
scanting the innate visual dimension of the art work
looking for a sexual object to control continuously.

5 Questions Not to Ask Trans People -
#1 - “You must love that Rocky Horror Picture Show!”

The moment in Rocky Horror where Janet sings
“Touch-a touch-a touch-a touch me
I want to be dirty”

“When I see myself naked in the mirror, I laugh every time”

* * * 
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The Rocky Horror Picture Show was a failure that became an 
advertising success 

that became a social phenomenon that became a way of being 
together in public 

that became a merchandising phenomenon that became a mechanism  
people used to find each other 
that became a cash cow for 20th Century Fox

On June 28th, Amy Schumer responded defensively 
to being called out about racist jokes in her stand-up

(From one of her old routines: “I used to date Latino guys.
 Now I prefer consensual”)

She said “You can call it a ‘blind spot for racism’ or ‘lazy’ but you are 
wrong. 

It is a joke and it is funny. I know that because people laugh at it. 
Even if you personally did not”

I read articles, read commentary, read reactions.
Feel frustrated with myself, white women, white feminists, myself

language=english&target=justice

The higher a person’s status, the more personal space they have.
The further you have to stay away from them
If you don’t want to give offense. 
“In contrast, some people’s jurisdiction 
may not reach beyond their skin, may not even include it –
for instance, prisoners, slaves, prostitutes, and infants”
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Richard O’Brien, writer of The Rocky Horror Picture Show stage play, 
spoke in a 2009 interview about his ongoing struggle 
to reconcile cultural gender roles, describing himself as transgender 

When asked about The Rocky Horror Picture Show film, 
He stutters cautiously and is somewhat apprehensive:
“I don’t like talking about the movie. I don’t like drumming up more business 
for 20th Century Fox, you see”

Frustrated finally with the women’s suffrage movement,
Mary Richardson became the head of the women’s section 
of the British Union of Fascists

She said “I was attracted to the Blackshirts because I saw in them 
the courage, the action, the loyalty, the gift of service and the ability 

to serve, 
which I had known in the suffragette movement.”

“This is painful,” Shulamith Firestone said:
“No matter how many levels of consciousness one reaches, 
the problem always goes deeper”

Shulamith Firestone wrote the classic The Dialectic of Sex 
founded many of the most radical feminist groups of the 70s
Her Marxist feminism saw the abolition of capitalism and gender 
as intertwined, linked to the abolition of the biological family

Her vision – 
artificial wombs 
the end of adult authority over children 
the end of genitally-directed sexuality
 
It makes me deeply uncomfortable 
but that’s also what I respond to about it
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what she touches in me, how close she is
my discomfort tells me how close she gets to the problem 
 
On July 23rd, Mayci Breaux, 21,  
and Jillian Johnson, 33, 
were killed in Lafayette, in my home state of Louisiana 
at a screening of Amy Schumer’s film Trainwreck. 
Many others were injured; the gunman turned the gun on himself
before he could be apprehended
 
Trainwreck got wide media coverage as a feminist film 
and was the target of vitriol on men’s rights message boards. 
The gunman wrote about Trainwreck in his notebook 

The gunman was a popular guest on local right-wing talk shows 
for his entertaining, outrageous misogynist rants. 
His wife and daughter had a restraining order against him 
 
Said Michael Edmonson of the Louisiana State Police,
“There’s nothing that leads us to believe 
there was any kind of motive for the shooting”  
 
Just one of those things, I guess! 
In fact, the week of the Trainwreck shooting in Lafayette 
there were at least 12 other murder-suicides nationwide:

– Friday, July 17, Monrovia, California.  A 35-year-old man shot and 
killed his 37-year-old wife before killing himself

– Friday, July 17, Norman, Oklahoma. A man shot and killed his ex-wife 
and then killed himself in a hospital parking lot

– Saturday, July 18, North Ridgeville, Ohio. A 65-year-old man shot 
and killed his 62-year-old wife before killing himself

– Saturday, July 18, Tampa. A 32-year-old man shot and killed his 
23-year-old girlfriend at a hotel before killing himself
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– Sunday, July 19, Grady County, Georgia. A 55-year-old man shot and 
killed his 39-year-old wife at her home, then killed himself

– Tuesday, July 21, Bear, Delaware. A 35-year-old man shot and killed a 
34-year-old woman before killing himself

– Tuesday, July 21, Amherst, New York. A 53-year-old man shot and 
killed his 55-year-old wife before killing himself

– Tuesday, July 21, Walnut Creek, California. A 21-year-old man shot 
and killed a 19-year-old woman at her parents’ house before killing 
himself

– Wednesday, July 22, Jacksonville, North Carolina. A 69-year-old man 
shot and killed his 68-year-old wife before killing himself

– Wednesday, July 22, Suwanee, Georgia. A man shot and killed his 
wife and her two sons before killing himself

– Thursday, July 23, Vallejo, California. A man shot and killed his ex-
wife before killing himself

– Thursday, July 23, Swansonville, Washington. A 33-year old man 
strangled then shot his 20-year old girlfriend to death before 
attempting to kill himself

Though I love Amy Schumer, fucked as she is
Trainwreck is actually an awful film and not at all feminist

But that doesn’t matter for some of the people looking at it.
There are many people who are very good at seeing patterns
who are equally as good, or better, at not seeing patterns

For instance, from 1930 to 1972, the last years 
when the death penalty was imposed for rape, 
9 out of 10 men executed for rape were black

No white man has ever been executed in the U.S. 
for the rape of a black woman or child
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TV Tropes: Good Victims, Bad Victims is a morality trope about 
the arbitrary distinctions writers make between certain sorts of victims. 
If a character in fiction has a problem or ailment or social situation, 
and the creators intend him to be sympathetic, the character will 
have acquired the problem in the most socially acceptable way. If the 
character isn’t sympathetic, then he will have contracted the illness 
through “your own damn fault”

 

The pioneers of audience participation in The Rocky Horror Picture Show 
include Louis Farese, a kindergarten teacher from Staten Island 
 
On Labor Day weekend of 1976, 
Louis felt compelled to yell lines at the screen. 
His first line, directed to Janet walking in the rain,
was ‘Buy an umbrella, you cheap bitch!’ 

The moments where it’s hard to give up 
your hope for the group, the way you might work with it,
the way it can receive you

Shulamith is the female form of the name Solomon.
I feel conflicted about ending this piece by writing about a white feminist 
 

Rape chaste woman promiscuous woman, 
man

Unemployment Laid off, displaced fired (regardless of 
circumstances)

Vampirism in-utero, blood 
transfusion, 
involuntarily bitten

bitten, voluntary

Being Murdered innocent child, 
wholesome token

asshole victim, 
disposible sex worker
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There are parts in The Dialectic of Sex where she writes fucked-up things
about race and queerness and even, IMHO, about gender 
 
But her daring. Trying to think beyond her own narrowness 
and while failing in not-so-admirable ways, 
failing also in admirable ways. To go so far beyond the frame 
as to risk getting entirely lost

Wyndham Lewis wrote an open letter to Mary Richardson
and the suffragists after the Rokeby Venus attack:

In destruction, as in other things, stick to what you understand.  
We make you a present of the vote, only leave works of art alone – 
you might someday destroy a good picture by accident….. 
Leave art alone, brave comrades!
 
But one thing about men 
is that they do not give anything for free
they don’t give away what they have

One thing about whites 
is that we do not give away the power we have

One thing about straights and cis people 
is that we don’t give away our power

Mary Richardson spent her youth in and out of prison 
She was attacked. She was the first female prisoner
to be force-fed. She broke windows, 
bombed railway stations, assaulted police officers, 
and committed arson.
Nobody was giving anything away

Arlene Raven writes: Alice Neel, then sixty-something and wearing a 
housedress, was speaking for the first time in public about her work. So 
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deprived had she been, during a life dedicated to her art without recognition 
or a critical context, that when her allotted time came to an end she could 
not give up the podium. Encouraging Neel to allow herself to disrupt the 
conference schedule, her ardent audience understood the profundity of her long 
wait for the platform and her need to fully experience it”

Alice Neel painted Linda Nochlin with her daughter Daisy

Shortly after writing The Dialectic of Sex,
Shulamith Firestone began having schizophrenic episodes  
and became isolated and impoverished

But she wrote one more book, Airless Spaces, her second and last, 
during the early 90s when, says Susan Faludi 
 
A group of women met weekly with Firestone to help her with practical needs, 
from taking her anti-psychotic medications to buying groceries….the most 
dedicated members were a few young women who had studied her writings, 
and Lourdes Cintron, a caseworker from the Visiting Nurse Service who had 
been inspired by “Dialectic” in her youth as a pro-independence activist in 
Puerto Rico. The service didn’t want Firestone as a client—she had no health 
insurance—but Cintron insisted. “I said to my supervisor, ‘Look, this is a 
woman who did so much for women,’” she recalled, “ ‘and now she’s going to 
be abandoned by women?’” A nearly decade-long friendship began. Firestone 
dedicated Airless Spaces to Cintron

In the unmade sequel to the original Rocky Horror Picture Show,
Janet was to be pregnant with the baby of either Rocky,
Frank N Furter, or Brad.

When I’m going to put A in the carseat 
I know I need to let her burn off energy,
so I first let her swing from the handle  
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in the car above the door. She hoists her legs up  
like a little cannonball she gets three swings

A woman in Charleston, W.Va., may have saved her own life, and the lives of 
many other women as well, when she shot and killed an attacker in her home 
last week 

The attacker showed up at the woman’s home on July 18 after answering 
an escort ad she had placed on Backpage.com. He showed up with a “kill 
list,” multiple pairs of handcuffs and a Subaru full of weapons and tools, 
including a shovel, knives, a bulletproof vest, a machete, bleach, trash bags, 
sledgehammers and axes 

In Falls’s pocket, police said, was a list of names of potential future victims, all 
of whom are sex workers who advertised on Backpage

Shulamith was, according to the Bible, a King of Israel and the child 
of David. 

Later, in non-biblical sources, Shulamith became known as a magician 
and an exorcist. In the stories of One Thousand and One Nights, 
exiles forced to travel to the unknown places of the world 

saw signs that proved that Shulamith had already been there. 
Sometimes, protagonists discovered Shulamith’s words, 
which helped those who were lost and unlucky 
reach these deserted and forbidden places

U.S. women rated other women who retained their body hair 
as less sexually attractive, intelligent, sociable, happy, and positive 
compared to hairless women 

How does it feel to be in this body? 
Who is it for? Who is it against?
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A few of the regulars began to lip-sync the record  
that is played before the movie in front of the audience.  
This was spontaneous and it developed into a mini-floor show.  
Audience response was tremendous

When Shulamith Firestone died in 2014 
there was no food in her apartment.
Many thought she had starved to death, 
most likely intentionally

Being shamed in your body 
shamed body events 
childbirth, aging,
beauty, justice

In 2000, 20th Century Fox licensed a greeting card 
featuring the signature RHPS lip logo on the cover. 
Inside is a picture of Brad holding Janet with the caption 

“Dammit, Janet! Pull yourself together. It’s only a birthday card! 
Happy Birthday, you...you monster!”
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“I cannot understand the function of the living body except 
by enacting it myself.”

-Marxism for Infants, Denise Riley

 
“Who has gathered all the reasons for this old and inadequate 
form of rebellion?”

-Hypochondria, Susan Baur
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A runs a fever. Her back is hot. She leans against my cold hand. “Germs 
want to stay in your body. But your body says ‘No no no! Get out, get 
out!’ I depict the struggle with my hands, smashing my fists together. 
She laughs, wants more. So freckles turn into bad breath; sweat smells 
of urine; stopped-up menstrual blood leaves me through a nose-bleed. 
The germs say “I’m sorry, bye bye.”
 
How should I know what’s normal? I have no feelings. Sometimes 
my body feels good and healthy but it also bleeds, sheds, forms scabs 
in ways that are unexpected and frightening. I bleed from my vagina 
and rectum at the same time. Handfuls of hair come out in my hands, 
though this doesn’t worry me too much because I have so much hair. 

My father talks about parking so much. Will there be parking. How is 
the traffic. Something about masculinity as control-of-the-environment 
has seeped so thoroughly into his conversation after sixty-six years: 
There hasn’t been traffic yet. Will we hit it up ahead. 

What a mess, a mass of text. How to write from the point of view of a 
disease. Like a sullen teen from the back seat I start texting Stephanie 
that I’ll lose it if my dad mentions parking one more time. When I 
slump into nothing around my parents; it’s like all my tendons soften. 

The editor at my first non-temping job who gave off a weird sexual/
avuncular vibe told me I had to have the spot on my arm checked. He 
didn’t want to worry me but his young friend with a spot like that was 
dead of cancer four months later. 

1    FATH E RS
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Hyperventilating in the doctor’s office having an ugly, gnarled-up bug 
bite scar removed: ”If it was what that guy thought it was, you would 
already be dead” said the doctor with some sympathy and some malice. 
The caregivers, solitude’s companions.

My moles scab over and itch. I am not able to write about how 
hard it was to shit after giving birth. Maybe I have one line about it 
somewhere. Even with all I’ve revealed it seems excessive. But it’s 
kind of excessive and interesting how my body forgot its functions. Its 
dailiness. Because my systems had shut down to give birth? My body 
forgot how to live without accommodating to someone else.

What we bargained for when we had a child. Another body for my 
worry to embrace, to try to x-ray. My dad sees me scanning her legs 
for bruises - it’s like a quality in my attention changes. ”What are you 
looking at?” he says. 

Acupuncture felt awful too. There was pain around the needle sites and 
a kind of crackling. The anxiety thickened in my chest then exploded 
in shards all through my body. I had to jiggle my leg frantically to get 
some of it out so I didn’t have a panic attack. 

A wants a glob of cream on her finger, she thrusts it aggressively into 
her vulva. Stephanie posts from the vet’s office that her cat Zenith 
thinks the stethoscope is a massage and falls asleep. 

I love touch so much I’ve always liked that part of exams, when the 
practiced hands move across your belly and back with light pressure. I 
always say “Your hands are so nice and warm; your hands are so nice 
and cool.” 

Whether something feels good isn’t always the sign of whether it’s 
working. After she took the needle out, she stroked my leg firmly up 
and down.
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I read how hypochondria used to be two diseases. For men, a sickness 
of the hypochondrion, in the guts. In women the same disease was 
from the womb: hysteria.

In elementary school - 3rd or 4th grade I think? - boys would yell 
“Lesbian!” at me and my best friend Amber when we were walking 
together. They said we were lesbians because we were too ugly for 
boys to like our ugly cunts. During sleep-overs, Amber and I would put 
pillows over each other’s faces and make out with the pillows, calling 
each  
other ‘husband.’

I just went to the bathroom again, worried about bleeding. I felt a 
sense of moisture, not arousal, just wetness and went in with dread. 
But when I wiped it was normal discharge, thin like egg white. It’s 
been streaked with blood occasionally the last couple days. I didn’t 
have time to go to acupuncture this week, so my hormones are 
probably just dysregulating again. 

To reassure me, Dr. Doshi said that if I had uterine cancer it wouldn’t 
be light, it would be heavy bleeding all the time. Now I’m scared that 
this occasional light bleeding is just a precursor to constant heavy 
bleeding. You can’t ever know and no doctor can ever prove that 
something isn’t about to happen. 

Lindsey tells me that any plant doctors associated with witchcraft 
was probably used by women healers, and it worked. At the 
same time, the so-called medical condition of hysteria was being 
treated by what would now be described as medically prescribed 
masturbation for women. Techniques included use of the earliest 
vibrators and rubbing the genitals with placebo creams. “The 
immediate effect of the treatment on these nervous patients, is that 
of a calmative; they seem infinitely relieved of something; what, they 
seem unable to describe.”
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My mom made a book about my grandmother Ganee’s life, an oral 
history. (I was the first grandchild: Ganee was my mispronunciation 
of ‘Granny’.) When I read the book, I was shocked by how many 
miscarriages Ganee had. How she could tell a book all these things she 
never spoke of: it made it painful to read.

The first time Ganee gave birth, my grandfather and her OB 
conspired to keep her in the dark about what it would be like. She 
was nineteen; my grandfather was ten years older, a doctor. In 
the book she said that if there was anything she held against my 
grandfather, it was that.

Ganee gave money from her future estate to LSU Medical School, with 
an unspoken quid pro quo that my cousin would be admitted there. 
She died before they made their decision, but when he was rejected my 
father was angry. So was I. I was angry that she had given the bribe to 
begin with, but also angry that it was rejected. 

My mom and I discussed the undercurrent in the decision, the 
implication that her gift was insignificant: what felt to us a huge sum 
& yet it was Russian Jew peddler money. Not enough money to buy a 
spot. What do you need for a spot. Sports stadium money? Two years 
later my cousin got into LSU medical school, after paying for a prep 
course to up his MCAT score.

One symptom of hysteria: “a tendency to cause trouble for others.” I felt as 
though someone had wrenched the dial, the homeostasis dial, and it had 
broken off in their hand. All nature pulsates and vibrates with life. T comes 
home saying “My teeth are worse. They’re crowding and bleeding.”

My dad says it was funny for him, a risk-averse person, to become a 
surgeon. “That I chose to pick up a knife and cut a person open - well, I 
guess it’s riskier for the other person than for me” he says, dryly.  
My dad has small hands. He says that surgery is like bricklaying, that 
surgeons are dumb. I want to be smart and dumb at the same time - I 
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must get that from my dad. My dad says “Geniuses are good guessers,” 
and when I agree with him “Great minds think alike.” 

He says “Surgeons do everything and know nothing, internists know 
everything and do nothing, pathologists know everything and do 
everything but too late.” The categories of medicine, divided against 
itself; I bite a bitter plum and then spit the bite back into itself, into the 
cavity made by biting.

My friend’s faces are the most beautiful. The faces of other parents 
in the preschool are beautiful, too. Saying to each other “Santi likes 
trucks”; “Lou starts out a little shy” we offer tokens not of ourselves, but 
of the painful investment in our children we suffer from.

When I was pregnant and it was the holidays and I couldn’t sleep 
for 3 days and I had a total breakdown desperate and took myself to 
the ER to make someone do something with me, I wound up with 
a prescription for Ambien, which I took for my entire last trimester. 
I was supposed to wean myself off as soon as I could but I didn’t or 
couldn’t. Dr. Foster, my OB, reassured me don’t think about it. Then 
after the birth she said casually, “I mean, would I want a patient to be 
on Ambien during pregnancy? Obviously not.” Then she said “Guilt is 
not a useful feeling.”

I dropped her the next day, found a new doctor. I’m not sure I even 
thought she was wrong, but the breach of trust was too much. Or, her 
casualness about it was too much. I wanted her to at least be sincere 
about the way she was lying to me. To be a parent, i.e. to keep up the 
false front for the rest of our lives.

I clutch my hair and squeeze it in my hands when I’m nervous. I’ve 
noticed that A puts her fingers near her mouth and twitches them. 

When I was pregnant I got so anxious about the endless tests that my 
blood pressure would skyrocket. Dr. Foster was the only one who could 
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take it. She would talk to me about beach volleyball and take it over 
and over by hand until I calmed down enough for it to normalize. She 
was rational and direct. I loved her in a way. She was my father.

During my third trimester I felt happiest at the hospital. Surely they 
wouldn’t let anything bad happen to me. I think my blood pressure 
reached a life-time low when T and I sprawled on my hospital bed 
laughing at corporate Instagram accounts. My blood pressure was 
checked over and over. The cuff inflated; the machine beeped, it 
deflated; I was hooked up to the monitor. All was well. It was so 
abject and how do we respond to that, to being it, to seeing other 
people be it.

I run into Laura on the street, we walk up and down. She said she deals 
with her anxiety by choosing doctors she has crushes on, so she can’t 
tell them everything. I try to please my doctors too, to create a surface, 
but then I fall apart. As soon as I get home, I’m writing emails.

Laura and I both have Kaiser for our health insurance, with its “Email 
Your Doctor” feature. We talk about hating the character limit in the 
Kaiser text boxes, how it makes your email of concern or complaint 
spill over into multiple emails, part one, part two - I’m relieved to hear 
that Laura has also written the email with part one, part two.

Because of my browsing history (Aliens and Anorexia), Amazon shows 
me Gravity and Grace by Simone Weil. I click on it because I’m freaked 
out by the cover, a giant orange breast with a bifurcated nipple, 
invading a dark field from the upper right. Magnified, it turns out to be 
a giant balloon. Really? Is that the best they could come up with? A big 
inflating breast-balloon? Would they put that on Hegel?

Dehiscence is a surgical term. When a wound splits along the surgical 
seam and everything falls out. There are no female doctors in my family on 
either side, though my Aunt P was a pharmacist before her eyes got bad. 
The psychiatrist didn’t want to start me on an SSRI because my uncle 
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is bipolar - she worried I would have a manic break. My therapist at the 
time said don’t worry about it, you would know if you were bipolar by 
now. “Sorry to be the one to tell you, but good news/bad news, you’re 
too old, ha ha.”

Witches were associated with medicine, healing and sex. They used 
ergot to reduce the pain of labor, which the Church said was women’s 
punishment from God. The accused witch was stripped naked and 
shaved of all her body hair. In 1585, in the Bishopric of Trier, two 
villages were left with one female inhabitant each.

I listen to the podcast where the person’s husband won’t have sex 
with her while she’s pregnant but wants to have sex with her after she 
has the baby when she’s not ready but she said she would ‘suck it up’ 
because she loves him. I wish I could go back and un-hear that part and 
when they talk about sex, it keeps meaning penis-in-vagina.

That reminds me of the person in college who wouldn’t go down on 
me because he said he had to be in the mood for the way it smelled. No 
offense, it wasn’t my particular smell, more like a general mood around 
the smell. Then he asked me curiously how it tasted when I went down 
on him - he said that other girls had said, like mushrooms.

Being anxious means that you think your intuition is more acute than life 
itself. The right to declare someone else healthy; the waveforms of anal and 
vaginal pressure. I’ve even written the email with part three, part four.
Gynecologists in 19th-century Europe and the U.S. removed the clitoris 
to treat insanity. The first reported clitoridectomy in the West was 
performed in 1822 in Berlin on a 15-year-old girl who was masturbating 
excessively. Clitoridectomy was performed in the US into the 1960s to 
treat hysteria, erotomania and lesbianism.

Masturbation and hypochondria were both seen as conditions of excess 
knowledge. A third of the women tried for witchcraft in New England 
were known for making remedies, nursing, or serving as midwives. 
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A few were described as “doctor women.”Barbara Ehrenreich writes 
about the witch hunts: “the sheer waste of talent and knowledge they 
represented.”

I’m embarrassed to admit it, but this makes me sadder than almost 
anything else I’ve read. Maybe because as a good Jewish girl I’m 
haunted forever by the specter of wasted potential. Or maybe because 
her phrase about waste makes it so clear to me that we’re in the same 
history, with the loss and the waste, on a continuous thread.

I feel fat, but it comforts me that my hair is really big right now: extra 
curly and healthy and buoyant. I think about asking Lindsey to write 
me a masturbation ritual.

Amber, Naomi, and Nadia, my three best friends from high school, 
became an OB/GYN, a pediatrician, and a nurse practitioner.

* * *
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My therapist said, does touching soothe your feelings? - I had reached 
out for and was squeezing my friend’s hand. She said, in that case, it’s 
probably anxiety: anxiety is soothed by deep pressure. Squeeze the 
friend’s hand. Reach out and touch her hair.  

Hegel used the term hypochondria to mean the “inability to come out 
of oneself.” Because everything I read in that mode is about me. I read 
about a disease and I have it immediately. Really stressed about moving, 
I find a bruise on my thigh and start getting a cold. I call my dad and 
ask if I have leukemia. Waiting for the next flare-up.

I remember how pleased Meadow was when I told her I was happy 
to be having contractions. She thought I had crossed a threshold, 
that I could welcome the sensations that had terrified me for so long. 
Meadow feels like our bodies know what they’re doing and though I 
can easily admit that I am stupider than my body I also think about 
how my body could have strangled A with her own umbilical cord or 
could be producing a tumor, is this when it starts? 

The watching I did during pregnancy: watching during the first half for 
bleeding, in the second half for contractions. The rules that said look 
for this many contractions, call if there are more. Going in. The resident 
who told me that I was dilating at 28 weeks. I thought with longing 
“I’ve been waiting so long, the bad thing is finally here.” The resident 
seemed surprised when I started crying hysterically. 

Then she took it back, I wasn’t dilating. I wasn’t in pre-term labor, 
just having pre-term contractions. She seemed surprised again when I 
started crying even more.  A hypochondriac is a consumer who can’t 
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buy enough health to be well. The failure of reassurance to reassure: 
they gave me the medication. 

Because I kept bleeding during pregnancy I wasn’t supposed to 
masturbate; it was called pelvic rest. I emerged after the birth with 
my already existing tendency toward hypochondria having an even 
stronger grip on me. 

It’s just material. Take language and try to make it live. You have to 
dismember a body which becomes your own body. The keys feel more 
resistant to being pressed

The resident is named Dr. Carolina Chen. She came to see me when I 
gave birth: kind, happy for me that I’d made it to full-term.  
 
The need to find some alternative to hyper-vigilance, I say, but I don’t 
have one. Or I don’t have one that isn’t just sticking my fingers in my 
ears and humming ‘la la la’.  
 
Fear and satisfaction are among the things that happen when I touch 
my own body. Masturbation implies a need met. Misheard “I Touch 
Myself ” lyrics: “When I think of virtue, I touch myself. When I think 
about you, I dust my shelves.” 
 
In 5th grade, my friend Beth Yocky and I embraced and touched each 
other when we slept over, under the covers. One of the popular girls in 
my grade wrote me a letter warning me to stop hanging out with Beth 
unless I wanted to be even more of a loser, because Beth was really 
named Beth Yucky and she was a lesbian. 
 
Before pregnancy using the word body made me uncomfortable, 
afterwards everything had a body. Let the mydwife anoint her fingers 
with oleum nardinum, or of cloves, or else of spike mixed with civet or 
musk, and with these let her rub.
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Probably I have some ambivalent feeling about all healers because you 
have to be with them. When I am caring for no one and no one for me.

A woman’s polished fingernails guide a syringe into her smooth thigh.  

At which point the doctors concluded that hysteria was as common 
as fever.

* * *
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 After Katrina hit, my grandfather who was too frail to travel left New 
Orleans on a private jet offered by the wealthiest member of my 
family’s wealthiest friend. My grandfather was on oxygen in the plane. 

A day later I was glued to the TV: watching helicopters dropping 
sandbags and people abandoned on roofs, listless in wheelchairs, 
medically frail. By that point, my grandfather was basically a shell of 
a person, quiet most of the time, taken care of by Ganee who held 
communion somehow with the memory of his vitality, propping it up 
endlessly with her own liveliness, she was so obstinate. 

He would shuffle to the table with his walker and sit down, waiting for 
chocolate, for artichokes, for avocados with the pit scooped out and the 
hollow filled with mayonnaise.
 
He was a colorectal surgeon. He brought my father to watch him do 
surgery. He was known to yell at the staff. I think he was probably 
mildly bipolar. There’s a possibly apocryphal story that after he broke 
his hip my grandfather said “I don’t need to learn to tie my shoes,  I 
have a wife.”  One thing I know is a true story because Ganee said it to 
me, when she got breast cancer she wanted to refuse chemo because 
my grandfather loved her hair.

I need to take A to get her flu shot on Friday. It’s a surgeon’s saying, I 
read, “Better to be lucky than good,” but as Chris Kraus says, we know 
the wealthy have always been ‘luckier’ than the poor.

I hopelessly count my contractions and when they go over I don’t 
know what to do. I want a rule to follow. I’m being told to take this 
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seriously and to disregard it. I’m told to know and trust my mysterious 
body and yet to monitor it.

70% of health workers were still women, but they were incorporated as 
workers into an industry where the bosses are men.

Hangout with Catherine Meng:

Catherine Meng - 1:36 PM
Hello Kitty is a powerful force.
I haven’t bought her anything hello kitty or even mentioned hello kitty 
but AP can spot her miles away

Lauren Levin - 1:37 PM
same here
also Dora

i have no idea where it comes from. preschool is a source of culture-
germs for sure

Catherine Meng - 1:38 PM
culture-germs!

Catherine Meng - 1:39 PM
she’s got some older girl friends that I think might talk about that stuff 
- i don’t know
princesses too
ugh

Lauren Levin - 1:40 PM
oh we haven’t gotten princesses yet
ballerinas sometimes. “I’m a beautiful dancer!”

Catherine Meng - 1:40 PM
every time she mentions princesses I’m all “YOU ARE A QUEEN!!”
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Lauren Levin - 1:41 PM
she is a queen! that’s a great answer
i might have to steal that one

Catherine Meng - 1:42 PM
but then it is also so strange that we are introducing royalty to them at 
such a young age! like how is that going to be relevant in any way?

Lauren Levin - 1:46 PM
i know right?…i was thinking that about witches. i’ve been reading 
about witch trials for my poem (about medicine/hypochondria/gender) 
and it’s like witches were these women doctors being murdered for 
curing people and i’m reading all these Halloween books with witches 
with hooked noses (which also weirds me out, hello, Jewish  
person here)

Catherine Meng - 1:46 PM
i know. I have a witch chiropractor right now

but it is a dude
but he is still witch

My grandmother always told a story about me as a child. I said “I 
won’t ever learn to cook.” She said, “How will you make dinner for 
your husband?” I said “I’ll marry a man who likes to cook!” 

I used to be proud of that story, but now it feels more like a failure of 
nerve, that I didn’t ever really opt out. I could side-step, I could modify, 
but I wouldn’t refuse the terms of the question. And then I got married. 
To a man who likes to cook, which makes the story even more about 
family bonds, ambivalently tethered. 

Migraines have an aura, a prodrome and a postdrome. Here are mine - I 
feel unaccountably sad, swept with sadness. Then the next day, the light 
begins to look a little funny, a little intolerable. I get suspicious. This is 
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also my point of maximum anxiety because what if it is something else - 
like the light looking so wrong means I’m going crazy, or about to have 
a stroke.  
 
Then the floaters appear in my left field of vision, sometimes 
strobing, and the light is really bad, so bad I feel sick. Now I know 
for sure what’s happening and I take 4 pills and drink as much water 
as I can stomach. 

After an hour or so I get the headache throbbing on one side, and if I 
can, I put a cold rag over my eyes and lie down in a dark room. The 
next day I feel a little funny and dim, and my memories seem off, but I 
also feel relieved.

After the trauma of the pregnancy was when I really stopped 
believing in them, the doctors I mean, but I kept coming back. I 
still call my dad once a week or so to ask if I’m going to die of 
something, even if I’m just going through the motions.

Hypochondria is a problem that requires someone to talk to. 
Not always someone you’re paying, though that helps. And 
hypochondria…you could say the patient’s doubt is a challenge to the 
doctor’s authority, but is doubting the system really a challenge when 
you keep coming back? But I can’t resist; I refuse to let go.
 
After A was born, I tried to get up and go to the bathroom and I fell 
down. Lofted on a web of chemicals, I was exhausted and curious about 
everything. A started choking on the amniotic fluid that was still in 
her system; I was placid and calm while the nurses suctioned out her 
mouth and whacked her on the back. 
 
I was floating on the sea. This didn’t last but it was like my body was 
supported by its own indifference to survival. Pure exhaustion where I 
weighed the same as the air.
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I shaved my arms in 8th grade because the boys in my class kept 
calling me ‘gorilla arms’. Then if people asked me where my arm hair 
was I would say I didn’t have any, gritting my teeth while I doubled-
down behind the lie. Feeling their scorn like heat on my body while I 
continued to lie was a particular kind of pain. 

I actually don’t have a lot of arm hair, and it’s downy and soft. I do 
have a lot of thick, coarse pubic hair. When I hear Sarah Silverman’s 
account of looking up at her mother’s’ ‘70s Jewish bush’ in the shower, 
I’m happy to think of A in the shower with me, watching water thread 
and drip down the twists of my Jewish bush, circa 2016. 

Says Heidi Klum, beauty is in the eye of the beheld.
 
When my dad’s parents died some blockage in him appeared to break. 
His emotions began to circulate more freely; I get frustrated sometimes 
by his florid expressions of love for A. 

Even in contemporary medical practice, about three-fourths of illnesses 
don’t respond to physicians’ specific treatments. They just get better on 
their own, or they don’t. Stephanie says, “So your orgasm would get 
taken and sold back to you.”

I will never know the identity of the person whose body I dissected, 
beheaded, and in many ways, due to my inexperience, mangled. I tried 
to get distance but I’ve always held on to the cord.

* * *
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Jared’s family has a lot of auto-immune disease, preachers, and 
Confederate soldiers. My family has bipolar disorder, anxiety, 
schizophrenia, doctors and shopkeepers. If you go further back, rabbis, 
peddlers, and tailors. The less racist side of my family is the side that 
came over with some family capital. 

Or, to put it another way, the racism that transmitted itself to me on 
that side is the kind that can afford to feel noblesse oblige. Ganee would 
say, “There was a little girl in my class who would say bad things about 
Negroes, but she was, pardon my French, white trash.” 

The side of my family that started out poor is the more overtly racist 
side. The racism they passed on is the one of being dirty illiterate Jewish 
peddlers and servants who came over with nothing but we raised 
ourselves up and so should you. 

My grandfather, the kindest and most giving one, says the worst things. 
Lunching with me and T at a museum cafe, he suddenly came out with, 
apropos of nothing “Teresa Heinz Kerry is a dirty bitch.” Memorable 
for the shock of how it appeared, as though the comment had been 
battering at his insides. Then he resumed eating. 

Another story from that side of the family. My Aunt P (the former 
pharmacist) was on a jury. The defendant was a Vietnamese man and 
the prosecution’s depiction of Vietnamese gangs frightened her so 
much that she decided to stop going to the Vietnamese nail salon. “I’m 
racist against Vietnamese now,” she told me.

2    TRAN S M I S S ION
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Is this funny? I always laughed at the story, which might be a way of 
trying to get some distance, to feel above it. Though if I remember right 
my Aunt P laughed at it too while telling it. 

Both my aunts on that side are witty. They tell dirty jokes my mom 
thinks are crass.

The more overtly racist side of my family lives in Houston. My uncle in 
Houston is Beyonce’s accountant.

One of the confusing parts is the long chain of feeling superior. One 
side of my family would feel superior to the overtly angry attitudes of 
the other side—though my one side wouldn’t consider my other side 
white trash, because they’re all Jewish. And both sides would have that 
history of feeling superior to black people, whether in tolerant or angry 
ways.

Both my parents were partially raised by black women who they felt 
less ambivalently about than they did about their own parents. That’s 
one of the more awful, deeply familial and epigenetic and personal, 
parts of the virus I carry as a white person with white ancestors also 
from the South. 

It was the same on both sides of my family. In New Orleans, my father 
was partly raised by L. In Houston, my mother was partly raised by C.

When I ask my dad about my grandmother’s cooking, he talks about 
L’s cooking - L’s fried chicken, L’s chopped liver, L’s gefilte fish, L’s 
red beans and rice. L taught my grandmother how to cook, and my 
grandmother didn’t begin cooking until L left the household. That was 
before I was born, so what I associate with Ganee, my dad associates 
with L.

Ganee made it clear that L, who she described as a person of 
intelligence, integrity, and strength, was her superior in many ways. L 
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taught her everything: my grandmother was nineteen and scared when 
she started having kids. 

But there are the relationships of power and domination, even in 
the praise. It’s understood in all these stories that L, who was my 
grandmother’s moral and practical superior, was not her social equal. 

I don’t know as much about C, as I generally don’t know as much 
about things on that side. I know she was steadily there, caring for the 
four kids, while my Houston grandmother was often ill. 

I went back and forth as to whether to use L and C’s names.

I wonder if the parasitic relationship my family has had with black 
people’s labor and care has something to do with the uneasy 
relationship my family has with care in general.  One of my 
grandmothers couldn’t give care (Houston); the other one couldn’t 
receive it (New Orleans). My grandfathers were the reverse: couldn’t 
give care, New Orleans; couldn’t receive it, Houston.

Ganee, at age 20, was pregnant with her second child, my Uncle S. At 
the same time, her oldest sister was diagnosed with advanced breast 
cancer. My grandmother took in her sister’s two young children during 
the year of her treatment.

During that year, Ganee’s mother left Eunice and came to stay with 
her in New Orleans, supposedly to help but actually (“Oh, mother, God 
bless her,” said Ganee) requiring care herself. 

My grandmother had two older sisters and two older brothers. My 
grandmother’s sick oldest sister had a husband. But I don’t know where 
they were: they don’t appear in the story of my grandmother and my 
dad (1 year old), my uncle (in utero), my grandmother’s ineffectual 
mother, my grandmother’s sick oldest sister, and my grandmother’s 
niece and nephew. 
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My other grandmother, who we called Grandma, I imagine at age 
20 barricaded in a room in her house in a slightly less prestigious 
neighborhood on the outskirts of Houston’s historically Jewish 
neighborhood of Meyerland, having migraines and, according to my 
mother, hiding out from her children, while my grandfather worked 
day and night building a chain of pharmacies and hiding out from my 
grandmother. 

She didn’t cook, didn’t clean, was rarely seen. My mom says that my 
grandmother ‘enjoyed ill health all her life.’ I assume what she loved 
about being sick was the attention. She did get really, genuinely sick 
at least once: when my mom was little, she almost died of a shadowy 
illness and wound up having a hysterectomy. (My mom pegs the start 
of her own hypochondria to this illness of her mother’s.) 

Much later, well after my mother had moved to New Orleans, she got 
my Houston grandmother to go to a session of family therapy with her. 
Grandma stayed for five minutes, then swept out, declaring that the 
anger she felt toward my mom was such a crucial part of her identity 
that she would never let it go. 

I can actually imagine this pretty easily - in my limited experience with 
my Houston grandmother, she liked to make a scene. When I was a 
kid, I felt scared of her and her strange freedom, a little bit enviable, like 
another, meaner kid. 

It’s an easy punchline, but also true, that my Houston grandmother is a 
couples therapist, recently retired. She also plays piano beautifully, and 
enjoys playing for the patients at the M.D. Anderson Cancer Center.

My grandfathers are like the reversed, dimmer versions of my 
grandmothers. Similar orbits around giving and taking, but lesser. We called 
them Houston Papa and New Orleans Papa. Houston Papa vacuumed my 
filthy car when T was in grad school in Houston. He put my bookshelves 
together and fixed my sink, as he did for my aunts and cousins. 
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New Orleans Papa was told that Ganee shouldn’t try to get pregnant 
anymore - because she hemorrhaged when my Uncle S was born, because 
of the miscarriages and the stillbirth - but he insisted that they keep trying, 
because he wanted a girl. “And I’m glad he did,” said my grandmother. 
 
It’s always been clear to me who the heroes and villains of my family’s 
stories were. Even though my dad wouldn’t make eye contact with his 
mother, her virtues were the ones to aspire to. 

My dad and his mother are actually a lot alike, except that he gets paid 
for most of his care work. Well, alike in some ways. After she died, 
Ganee was pretty much uniformly remembered for her care-taking, her 
other-directedness. 

But when I talked with her best friend’s son about her, he described her 
differently: as intelligent, obstinate, combative, and willful. And there was 
definitely something high-handed about her. Something of the ambition I 
feel, that I don’t know if I see in my parents, transmitted in a strain. 

She wanted her due back. She had a lock on what was said about the 
family.  She was a voracious reader, loved to sing, and was visibly ill 
at ease when she didn’t already know about anything that anyone 
happened to mention.

My dad’s temperament has always seemed more saturnine, melancholic 
at heart. That he felt the duty he followed  - stubbornly in pursuit of 
outwardness - as painful. Then he would get a little relief with an eye-
roll or a sardonic comment. 

My grandmother always seemed more high-spirited about it all. But 
with that generation, one doesn’t entirely know. 

Ganee’s second child, my Uncle S, was a difficult birth. He suffered 
from oxygen deprivation. It left him with unspecified learning 
disabilities. He’s also bipolar. My grandmother refused to ever mention 
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or even visibly notice his difference. Though according to my mom, my 
grandmother did once say that S “could never be a doctor.”

One other time, when I was struggling with acute ambivalence over 
whether to have a child, Ganee called to tell me that if I was worried 
about S, the vague “it” that affected him “wasn’t genetic.”  
 
Which is clearly false, mental illness of various kinds is all over my 
family. Like a leopard saying that the spots aren’t genetic. But that’s 
when she mentioned the oxygen deprivation, which is how I know one 
of the few things I know about my Uncle S. 

I never wanted to be around him as a child. He stands too close and 
talks too much. How awful this is to say. How my Uncle S’s shame was 
in needing care from others and in not being able to offer care to others 
for money. 

After Katrina, and especially after my grandfather died, my 
grandmother evolved a symbiotic relationship with Uncle S. She started 
packing his lunch each day, he ate dinner at her house every night. He 
drove her to medical appointments, events; it was understood that he 
was invited wherever she went.

“I couldn’t get along without S, I really couldn’t,” she would say on the 
phone. “He’s been so wonderful to me.”

Ganee’s maiden name was Wright. Wright was Anglicized from the 
German Recht. She kept it as a middle name, and it’s A’s middle 
name now.

It’s an ornamental name, i.e. a last name found in communities that 
were forced to adopt surnames in the 18th and 19th centuries, and 
as such a common type among Jewish families. Other examples 
include “Morgenstern” (“morning star”), “Safire” (“sapphire”), and 
“Reis” (“branch”).
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Recht is a nickname for an upright person, from Middle High German 
reht, German recht ‘straight’. This name, as the one my family picked 
for itself, makes me laugh so as not to cry about the familial ideas of 
duty and good behavior, a long and suffocating history.

I still feel deep embarrassment when I talk to my Uncle S and also feel 
awful guilt about this. I should be either helping him or not feeling the 
need to help him and both seem impossible. My grandmother would 
just sail in with an air of serene unconcern, Uncle S by her side. So 
wedded to duty, it was as if she had never known shame.

Even thinking about women healers is somehow painful and difficult 
for me. Maybe because I’ve spent my whole life shirking my duty to 
serve. I have limited desire to help anyone. Or, I would love to help, if 
by a mystical, one-time gesture of renunciation I could save the world 
or transform someone’s life. But I’m perfectly happy to sit on the sofa 
reading while T does the dishes. 

Last week we sold 3 bookcases on Craig’s list while my parents were in 
town. T was irked by my father sitting on the sofa reading a detective novel 
while T helped the buyer carry out 3 bookcases. Then I was irked by T 
being irked because I recognized myself in my father, sitting on the sofa. 

In my dad’s case, my guess is that he spends his work life worrying 
about patients and operations and whether something went wrong. He 
doesn’t do caregiving in the off-hours. That’s the male privilege I’ve 
coveted my whole life: the deliciousness of idling, shirking.

I realize that there’s something 19th century about my outlook. 
That I’m allowed to consider myself and not expend my energy on 
others if I suffer: neurasthenia. Guilt. Masturbation, trembling self-
regard. Sensibility. 

It’s the only way to get away with anything, to retain your solitude.
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I have a Hitachi magic wand. But I have been using my fingers because 
we have child-proof outlets and I am too lazy to deal with them to plug 
in my vibrator. 

Masturbation keeps the migraine headache at bay.

Masturbation is good for the complexion with a ‘glow’.

I love myself when I give me an orgasm.

I am 72 years of age and I have a date with myself at least once a week.

In my dream I had a penis, and I masturbated to ejaculation. It kind of...
fountained up?...in very much not a realistic way. But I remembered 
how it felt and in the morning I masturbated to orgasm again using the 
memory of those different genitals. 
 
I keep my search history scrubbed.

* * * 
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Yesterday was the day David Bowie died until in the evening A started 
a fever. At midnight she woke up coughing and crying burning up 
feverish; at the ER they gave her a chest x-ray (her small chest): she 
had pneumonia. So then it became the day A had pneumonia.  
 
For a couple weeks before I had been fearful that I might die 
suddenly. My chest ached, my breath was short: I worried about my 
heart. When I started on a hacking cough, spitting bloody gunk, it 
was a relief, I knew it was bronchitis; it slowly went away. I called 
my dad again but I didn’t die yet, neither did my bacteria which 
traveled into A’s lungs to live again, their cycle working its life as 
pneumonia. 
 
I have a tightness in my chest: it’s anxiety or sadness or bronchitis, high 
blood pressure or heart failure, and some imperative toward ‘health’ 
tells me to name my body always, so afraid of dropping dead on the 
street if I don’t know the names and their bounds and fear the right 
things and stay in their bounds.  
 
A particular, maybe particularly Jewish form of paranoia. I tell T about 
the Jewish custom of naming a newborn child after a dead ancestor so 
the Angel of Death will think the child is already dead and won’t take it 
away. Also that you are supposed to call babies ugly, for similar reasons. 
T shakes his head. It’s hard for him to get it. 
 
That’s why I ask T to watch Transparent with me: I identify so much 
with the Jewishness of the Pfeffermans. Secular, but deeply culturally 

3    MOTH E RS
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Jewish, enmeshed, loving in their way but profoundly repressed, messy 
to the point of hysteria, but secretive.  
 
There’s a moment in the first episode in which Maura is eating 
barbecue take-out and gets sauce all over her face. Her children are 
fussing over the mess, insisting on wiping her cheeks, reaching all over 
each other across the table. Maura shrugs it off. “We come from shtetl 
people. Your Grandma Rose ate lettuce with her bare hands.”  
 
That someone would say shtetl on TV! That feeling of recognition, a 
mix of satisfaction and pain that comes from deep inside your body. I 
made T rewind the ‘shtetl people’ scene with me over and over: I 
thought it would communicate something about my upbringing I 
could never say in words. But I think for him to really get it, the way I 
wanted him to, he would had to have been standing next to me for 
my whole life.  
 
Explaining umbilical cords to A: my blood gave her her food. She laughs 
and laughs at that. As I talk I touch my navel, realizing I have some odd 
visceral belief that my umbilical cord connected me, not to my mom, but 
to A. That she didn’t exist when my cord was around doesn’t shake my 
body’s feeling that it was always tied to hers, living on her, a reciprocity. 
 
But, reciprocity - care doesn’t work that way. It leads back, backward. It 
connects to a longing, to an enclosed space. I keep thinking of this, 
wondering what it would take to relax my grip on the binary girl/boy, 
sick/well.  
 
Uyen Hua says “the body is touching/the body is being touched.” 
 
I was telling Ian, my brother-in-law, that as a kid I found Leia reviving 
Han Solo so sexy (when she unfreezes him from the carbonite). He said 
“having him all to yourself?” But no, it was more the erotics of care-
giving;  I tried to explain how fucked I think that is, my early sexual 
sense of self so fused with the dream of tending to a man. We argued a 
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bit, cordially. Isn’t it a gender reversal, that she rescues him? And it is in 
a way, I guess: the melting man…But it bothers me. That her desire is a 
desire to save him.  
 
My mom has so much fear around doctors’ visits that she has my father 
make her appointments. She doesn’t even know when they are - he tells 
her the morning of, she takes half an Ativan.  
 
The fear in her voice. And I want to tell her the most in these moments 
- it’s painfully awkward, but my mom, who has a beautifully polished 
surface…it’s the moment when something breaks through, the molten 
fear or anger, like material for some new thing, new life. 
 
Crying in therapy about no longer being young, my sadness for the 
version of myself that could have had a more expansive idea of gender. 
Sara Ahmed says “It is hard to leave happiness for life.” 
 
When my grandmother started declining I was pregnant. We Skyped so 
she could see my belly and the gifts that had come for the baby. T and I 
had decided not to know A’s sex. When Ganee was dying she said to my 
mom “Tell Lauren to please, please find out if the baby is a boy or a girl.” 
 
Her last request of sorts, but then, according to my mom, she rolled 
over and said “Never mind, it doesn’t matter.” So soon after that she 
slipped into a half-sleep and then died, I didn’t have a chance to decide 
whether or not to find out the sex. 
 
My mom told me the story, I think, focused on the second statement 
-’It doesn’t matter.’ She thought it would help me not to feel guilty. But 
I focused on the first part, that I had withheld the thing most wanted. If 
A had been a girl, Ganee wanted to buy her a bonnet of French lace 
hand-made by nuns, like the one she had given me as an infant.  
 
I watch the scene in Transparent where Ali Pfefferman is with her friend 
Syd at LesBowl: intoxicated, her eyes travel around the room offering 
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and receiving lustful glances. The women and genderqueer people she’s 
flirting with strike me as the most beautiful faces I’ve ever seen; I feel 
caught up too, want to want them with the camera. 
 
I feel intoxicated that this is possible: the eroticizing of pleasure in a body 
like mine, specifically female. So that I begin to imagine the possibilities 
for pleasure in my body as female or when it feels itself as male or 
neither, or sometimes as nothing. But it makes me sad, too, to see an 
image of that pleasure in a cultural object before I’ve even found it. That 
it’s being sold, that it wouldn’t be a pleasure that couldn’t be sold. 
 
I smiled sadly for a love/I could not obey/Lady Stardust sang his songs/Of 
darkness and dismay: “Lady Stardust,” David Bowie’s love song for Marc 
Bolan of T-Rex. The music was everywhere after Bowie’s death. T and 
I lived inside it like everyone. 
 
So why couldn’t Bowie obey it, the love he felt for Marc Bolan? He 
later went back and said he had been straight all along. Was he just 
trying to erase his past in service of his current image, Iman’s celebrity 
husband? Or had his glam rock days been a sales tactic all along? 
 
There were thoughtful people on my Facebook feed talking about 
Bowie’s repudiation of his own queerness, about how he fucked 
underage girls. How these shitty things were getting lost beneath a 
flood of adulation, and should be remembered. 
 
Other thoughtful people (sometimes the same thoughtful people at 
different times) talked about valuing Bowie’s presentation of queerness, 
even if it had been calculated all along. Because it had helped some 
people situate themselves in their bodies, or change their bodies, or just 
hold on in the middle of a culture that hated them. 
 
A couple of years ago I had a conversation with Brittany about my 
queer desires, how they were part of me but how I had barely acted on 
them and so felt reluctant even to talk about them. My queer desire 
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existed only in my imagination and so it seemed like the worst kind of 
straight cis vanity, wanting to claim every space.  
 
Like when I read poems by men about their partners’ pregnancies.
Brittany told me with the utmost gentleness that her own queerness 
was based on her relationship to her lover and the people she loves and 
herself. And that maybe sometimes it is important to talk about the 
things we feel. I am still thinking about Brittany’s kindness and our talk. 
Around and around go the things I do and don’t say.  
 
Ganee died six weeks before A was born. She got sick quickly and 
only a couple weeks before did it occur to me she wouldn’t live to see 
the baby. I wasn’t there while she was dying, or at her funeral. Scared 
to fly and I didn’t want to have a breakdown, or go into labor, divert 
the care she needed.  
 
But I still feel guilty about it. Also bereft. Because my grandmother at 
the very end of her life began to ask for care, even demand it. She asked 
everyone there to sit and hold her hand; asked my dad and Uncle L to 
sleep at her apartment so she wouldn’t be alone. It sounds small but for 
her to ask for something directly - I had never seen it. 

From the week of her death I remember two sounds. I was talking to 
my brother on the phone. He was in her apartment. Behind his voice 
I heard her crying out, or screaming, inarticulate cries. There was a 
scramble and I felt all the atoms rearranging, the air dropping out; Josh 
said “I have to go”and I was back holding the quiet frightening phone. 
The cries of her pain and need that I heard like a rumor. 
 
The other sound was at Ganee’s memorial service. Josh put his phone 
on the podium to record the service for me and I heard, under the 
words of the recording, people’s bodies rustling as they moved in space. 
During her decline, Ganee mailed me a CD: it was her singing for A, 
the lullabies she used to sing for me and my brother. I haven’t been able 
to bring myself to listen to it yet. She asked my dad and Uncle L to 
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sing with her, but they said no. I know on some tracks she duets with 
Uncle S - I haven’t heard him sing for a while. He has a beautiful voice, 
a beautiful deep voice. 
 
What are the energetic patterns that remain after someone’s body is gone? 
Little swirls, traps, hitches in the flow. Like a family, how it more than 
anything is a pattern and a compulsion, a stickiness to absorb to and reject 
from. A quasi-living thing that hijacks other cells to make its products. 
 
A while ago, I read this thing about hypochondria: For some sufferers, 
the misery relentlessly pushes them toward the real fears beneath the surface, 
be these psychological, social, or biochemical. In short, hypochondria presents 
them - whether they want it or not  - with an almost intolerable opportunity to 
move toward a more honest way of living.” 
 
It must be too neat a solution, to believe this. But how comforting to 
think that my repetitions could be circling something real. Alli starts 
her new essay with a Lisa Robertson quote “You can’t evade a binary 
by turning.” I thought, of course: turning is what I do when I’m stuck. 
Circling helplessly between the terms, so I revolve in place.

Because I wasn’t there when my grandmother died, I’m afraid that I’ll 
never be able to get past this thinking that so harshly opposes giving 
and receiving care. And I feel sad that Ganee didn’t get to see A’s body, 
different from itself and from everything. 
 
The longing for a body that is gone 
 
A says “Mama I need you” - 
playfully, “Oh Mama my mama what are you for?” 
 
They’re playing Bowie in the cafe.

* * *
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No one talked about sex when I was growing up. I have a third nipple 
and I’m covered with moles.

The night I thought I was having a miscarriage T and I lay next to each 
other on the bed. I read a science fiction novel, deep in my isolate self 
trying not to move. He slept a little, I checked for blood, we watched 
a documentary about male body image. How contained the night was, 
painful, boring, and intimate, being alone and with each other in pulses.

Percy Shelly courted Mary Godwin on the grave of her mother, Mary 
Wollstonecraft. A male student killed 14 female engineering students 
as a punishment for feminism. You could always know a witch by the 
extra nipple hidden on her body, the ‘witch’s teat’ where she nursed 
the toads, the bats or cats, white rats, that offered her her powers. 

One witch had seven imps but only five teats and complained that they 
fought over her like a litter of puppies when they fed. A typical witch 
was female, old, poor, illiterate, widowed, and a midwife-healer. Her 
breasts and arms were torn five times with red-hot irons, her right hand 
cut off, her body burned at the stake, and her ashes thrown into the 
nearest flowing river. No surprise, then, that the hypochondriac is someone 
for whom the discourse of risk has overcome the discourse of desire. 
 
A is poking at her clitoris so I tell her, that’s your clitoris. She says 
“What’s it for?” She tells T she wants to put a toothbrush in there.The 
act of coping with uncertainty by bringing it into the body. “A young 
woman who always had a violent headache whenever she could not 
have her own way.” But like Amy Berkowitz says, because it’s in your 
head, why does that mean it’s not real?
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I think of the story of Mary Lamb, known mostly now as part of the 
literary circle around Coleridge and Wordsworth. Her brother Charles 
was in a private mental facility. Her brother John moved back home 
where Mary could care for him. Her Aunt Sarah lived with the family, 
her care too fell to Mary. Her mother Elizabeth was crippled by 
arthritis and dependent on Mary. There was no other bread-winner. 
She sewed cloaks deep into the night. Her work moved seamlessly 
onward. The next day she smiled in an ominous way.  
 
Mary stabbed her mother in the chest, killing her. This murder and the 
subsequent breakdown released Mary, in a way. She went to a private 
asylum until she could be released to Charles’ care. Until she died, he 
cared for her during her episodes of mania and depression; she cared 
for him when he suffered from drunkenness and breakdown. Together, 
they wrote the Tales from Shakespeare for which they’re still known. 

The way I’ve been taught to write family stories would be to first write 
about my family’s racisms, then write about their good qualities - like, 
something redemptive. 

For so long a feminist concern with rape felt vaguely embarrassing to 
me. Maybe even to acknowledge a feminist concern with rape got me 
too close to feeling that I lacked control over my body.

Sociologists have a saying that women were discovered in the 1970s. 
Flirting with ambition and with self-destruction in the most muted 
forms, escapism and aggression. I could punch myself in the face. 
 
I am starting to let my grey streaks stay. T thinks they’re sexy. 
Stephanie reassures me that my bone structure and big hair will be 
good for reverse-aging after I turn 40. 
 
One thing I find fascinating about the idea of witches’ imps or familiars 
is that women got power from being suckled by these creatures - it 
wasn’t drained away. 
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I couldn’t sever myself from my family anymore than I could sever a 
limb. I mean, I could tell myself to cut off my hand if it offends me, but 
what is me? Why is me different from my hand? 
 
My mom has migraines, too. My mom got caught as a child kissing 
another little girl and was screamed at and shamed. Which makes me 
wonder if the heteronormative family structure is a condition from 
which it is even possible to love another person. 
 
So much of this work I’ve grabbed without permission. It feels both 
good and terrible, but I also do it. 
 
Why give yourself permission to do  
what you won’t follow through with? 
 
I started sneezing, because A has a cold.

* * *
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My most shameful moment of hypochondria happened during the 
postpartum depression. I was terrified of my body, A’s body, hurting 
A’s body, what A’s body might mean as a sign. My fear had fixed on 
the idea of autism. 

A had a very large head; I had read that a large head circumference was 
a sign of autism. To understand the measurements I read abstracts of 
articles, tried to teach myself statistics, ran numbers silently, mentally, 
as though I were muttering under my breath all the time. Sometimes I 
would get numbers like 90%, then fear jolted my body. I argued myself 
up, then down.  
 
I took the tape measure, the one I hid in my underwear drawer 
to measure my waist, tried to measure A’s head again. Maybe the 
doctors had gotten it wrong and it wasn’t that big. She was two 
or three months old. She was squirming and crying. I tried again, 
she cried louder and louder, T told me to stop. I kept trying, until I 
finally collapsed.  
 
T says it isn’t as bad as I think it was. And I tell myself that after that 
time I knew I needed to stop, I got help, I got on meds, I stopped. But 
I am also afraid that I never stopped and maybe never will, because my 
body extends into hers and I’m still not sure where all the fear is, where 
it might go. 

When I would get angry (as a kid, as a teenager, during pregnancy) 
my mom would say “I’m scared of you when you’re like that.” I told 
my mom, I think I’m going to have to put you in my poem about 
hypochondria. She said, a little sardonically, “I assumed I already was.”  
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But she hadn’t been, yet. I was anxious about her privacy, but also 
something in me blanked her out: I wrote about my father, about young 
doctors in training. I kept leaving out how my hypochondria actually 
feels, inside. I wanted to be the doctor and not the patient.

In Witchcraze, Anne Barstow points out that the witch hunts taught 
women not to trust other women. The women’s subculture of the Middle 
Ages disintegrated under that relentless fear. “Mother-daughter pairs 
were especially suspect and many were burned or hanged together.”

My mom gets really excited when I say I’ve been linking hypochondria 
to sex. That gives me chills, she says. I get all excited too, telling her about 
my masturbation research. I go on a rant about how vibrators flew under 
the radar because no one believed in the clitoris, but my mom seems 
vaguely disappointed. This isn’t the connection she was looking for. 

She starts telling me her own things, things I don’t know about fear, 
about our life in bodies identified as female at birth. She tells me she ran 
screaming from her first OB/GYN exam. What did the doctors do? She 
doesn’t remember. I guess they brought her back?  
 
My guess is that what my mom would like from me is information I 
would also like to know: about how to live in a body gendered female 
and not be fearful, when for your whole life you’ve been told you’re 
weak and can’t do anything, but if you were to (by accident) do 
anything, it would kill everyone. 
 
My mom and I used to have long conversations about what would 
happen with Uncle S when Ganee died. We worried. Ganee wouldn’t 
talk about it. Among the possibilities we discussed, one was that S 
would be fine. And that’s actually what happened. He’s became more 
self-sufficient again.
 
He goes out to brunch with my parents once a week and I imagine 
he sees Uncle L’s family once a week too. He works, he goes to 
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Toastmasters once a week. He reads, he goes to the movies. Seeing this, 
I struggle with painful, impossible questions of whether he would have 
been better off: in a different generation? In a different culture? With 
different parents who hadn’t so much needed someone to take care of? 
 
I think about the parenting books that console: “Loving your children 
is enough.” And the more cynical parenting books that say that loving 
your children is not enough. 
 
The second-to-last of my grandmother’s siblings recently died; my great-
aunt B is the last. My mom said in B’s recent conversations she’s been 
dwelling more and more with her brothers and sisters in the distant past.  
 
She’s been taking my parents and uncles out to dinner once a week, and 
I think of my Uncle S, with the others, comforting for her: his presence 
shoring up the idea that a family structure still exists, something to 
nurture. But I wonder, too, about my Uncle S’s existence with its 
peculiarities and contradictions, mostly unknown to me, so thoroughly 
dissolved into or submerged beneath the family structure.  
 
I was known in my family to have a special bond with my grandmother. 
After Ganee died, Uncle S wrote me a note of consolation and 
said I could call him anytime. It meant a lot to me. We had a brief 
correspondence about it on Facebook. 
 
It was hard for me, when my grandmother was still living, to imagine a 
horizon after she died. I think I once wrote in a poem (then erased the 
embarrassing, melodramatic line) that if she died I would never be able 
to talk or write about her again.  
 
It was something I did feel. But I am talking and writing about her, and 
like my Uncle S I went on living.

* * *
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I have a lump in my left breast that’s been there forever. When I was 
in college I went into my parents’ room in the middle of the night and 
asked my dad to feel it, I was so scared it was cancer. He reached out and 
pressed the spot; he had a pillow over his head. I remember the doctors 
told me ‘try to just think of this as part of the landscape of your body.’

The images of feminism I grew up with were full of ridicule: like 
women always looking at their genitals with mirrors. A woman’s 
interest in her own body, almost always an image of ridicule.

One of my mom’s favorite expressions is “Learning is a spiral” and so I 
thought of my mom when I read Chris Kraus: “There is a symmetry to 
following a spiral as far down as it will go.” 

I get the feeling that my mom and I are both afraid of what we might 
do if we really let ourselves go. Maybe she would kill her mother, I 
would kill her, and A would kill me, like “Killing Kanoko.”

I read “The Screw-Fly Solution,” a science-fiction story in which 
aliens come to earth and spread a virus that decimates the human 
population by causing an outbreak of violent misogyny. Men kill all 
the women in sexual murders. It feels real. Told in newspaper articles. 
After I read it I have flashes at night, of the man zipping up his pants 
with blood on his genitals. 

Brandon and I are talking in a group and I’m telling the gorilla 
arms story. Because I want to write about it, I’ve taken to telling it, 
experimenting with its effect. Is it too abject to use? Brandon says 
“Those guys were assholes.” I say spontaneously “Yeah, I hope they’re 
dead.” Brandon laughs, a real laugh I think, which pleases me, and says 
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“You don’t.” And I concede: “Well maybe not,” and then I inch back:  
“But, I kind of do!” Because ultimately, do either of us really know what’s 
inside me?

After my grandfather died, my grandmother wanted to talk about him. 
She wanted me to match her love for him with my enthusiasm, and she 
could tell I was faking it. It felt like she needed a release I couldn’t give. 
She talked about their sex life and I felt deeply embarrassed.

I think of stuffed animals - how much A loves them. I love them too. 
They can be filled with any emotion and then emptied: it doesn’t cling 
to their bodies. Because they have no feelings you can tinge them 
 perfectly with love or fear, then remove it all at once.

A poster of Debbie Harry and at the top it said “Wouldn’t you like to  
rip her to shreds?” 

Harry was furious and insisted that it be taken down. 

Would letting go of hypochondria mean giving up the idea of care? 
Something like “It is as though male writing were by nature procreative, 
 while female writing is by nature infanticidal.” 
 
Maybe that’s all I want to believe, that a gathering of women  
could still be inherently dangerous. 
 
If I were asked to articulate my own role in the family story 
as much as I could, as painfully and dispassionately, I would say 
 
that like my Uncle S and my Houston grandmother, I’m the messy one.  
Emotional, volatile, angry, incapable of fully giving or fully receiving care. 
 
Also that I always love the difference in temperature between a body and mine.  
A says it now too: “Your hands are nice and cool, Mama.”
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